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1 Introduction 

1.1 Establishment of epithelial cell polarity and cell adhesion 

The formation of cell polarity is fundamental for coordinated shape changes during the 

development of a complex organism. Polarity is characterized by asymmetric shape, dis-

tribution of organelles or polarized localization of proteins and lipids. The latter is essen-

tial in processes like asymmetric cell division, in which determinants are inherited une-

qually among daughter cells (Hartenstein & Wodarz 2013). 

 

Epithelial cells show polarization in two axes, along the apical-basal axis of the cell and in 

a second axis within the plane of the epithelium, known as planar cell polarity. Both are 

determined by a group of conserved regulatory molecules that are crucial to provide the 

basis for these cells to function as physiological and mechanical barriers (Guillot & Lecuit 

2013; Harris & Peifer 2005; Suzuki & Ohno 2006). The apical basal polarity is defined by a 

separation of the plasma membrane in an apical domain, facing the environment or a 

lumen, and a basolateral domain, facing the interior or adjacent cells. These domains are 

segregated by the so called zonula adherens (ZA), a cell-cell adhesion complex consisting 

of adherens junctions (AJs) (Kaplan et al. 2009). AJs are multiprotein belt-like structures 

encircling the apical side of epithelial cells to ensure dynamic cell- cell contacts and adhe-

sion (Figure 1B). A key element of the AJs is the transmembrane protein E-cadherin. The 

intracellular portion of E-cadherin is associated with cytoplasmic proteins, like β-catenin, 

which binds directly to E-cadherin (Ranscht 1994; Harris & Tepass 2010) . Others, like α-

Catenin, Vinculin, α-Actinin or the Drosophila Afadin homologue Canoe, link the Cadher-

in/ β-catenin complex to Actin filaments (Knust & Leptin 1996; Sawyer et al. 2009). This 

dynamic link to the actomyosin network allows epithelial cells to interact with each other 

in a dynamic fashion as they display morphogenetic processes like rearrangement, 

movement and cell shape changes, particularly during embryogenesis (Takeichi 2014). In 

Drosophila, the so called subapical region (SAR) is located slightly above the ZA. The SAR 

contains protein complexes essential for the formation of the ZA and maintenance of cell 

polarity (Knust & Bossinger 2002). In vertebrates tight junctions (TJ), also known as zonu-
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la occludens, are located apical to the ZA. TJs form a primary barrier between individual 

cells and function as a fence for lateral diffusion between the apical and the basolateral 

plasma membrane domains (Tsukita et al. 2001). TJs are absent in invertebrates. Instead 

they feature structurally different junctions called septate junctions (SJ) at the lateral 

membrane to provide barrier function (Willott et al. 1993). Figure 1A illustrates the dif-

ferent regions of vertebrate epithelial cells in contrast to the composition of the Drosoph-

ila epithelium. 

 

 

Figure 1: Epithelial cell organization of invertebrates and vertebrates. (A) Different regions of inver-

tebrate cells vs. vertebrate cells. Both are separated in an apical domain facing the lumen and a basolateral 

domain facing the basement membrane or adjacent cells. These domains are segregated in the region of 

the zonula adherens (ZA), via adherens junctions (AJs). In invertebrates the subapical region (SAR) is located 

apical to the ZA. In vertebrates, this domain harbors tight junctions (TJs), which are absent in invertebrates. 

Instead of TJs invertebrates contain septate junctions (SJs) at the lateral membrane, which function as bar-

riers. (B) Schematic drawing of adherens junctions. AJs form belt like structures encircling the cells. Cadher-

ins form dimers and associate with β-catenin. Other linker proteins like α-catenin, Canoe/Afadin or Vinculin 

provide a connection to the dynamic actin network ((B) adapted from (Gates & Peifer 2005). 
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In Drosophila embryonic development, the first epithelial tissue is established during cel-

lularization. After 13 nuclear divisions of the fertilized egg, around 6000 nuclei form a 

monolayer beneath the egg membrane (Mazumdar & Mazumdar 2002). At this stage the 

plasma membrane already shows polarization, as it is segregated in an apical domain and 

a basolateral domain surrounding the nucleus (Lye & Sanson 2011). Subsequently the egg 

membrane invaginates and surrounds each nucleus in a process similar to cytokinesis in 

order to form the cellularized blastoderm. This cellularization is initiated by the formation 

of the furrow canal that remains at the leading edge of the invaginating membrane 

(Tepass et al. 2001). Here, the first so called basal junctions are formed along the emerg-

ing lateral membrane (Hunter & Wieschaus 2000), which resolve after cellularization is 

completed. Analogue to cytokinesis, the contractile actomyosin ring associates with Sep-

tins and Anillin in order to provide the force to pull the membrane down (Field & Alberts 

1995; Adam et al. 2000). In the end of cellularization the actomyosin ring contracts en-

closing the cells. In between this process of cellularization shortly after stage 5, adherens 

junctions (AJs) arise at the membrane in a spotted pattern (sAJs), which later form the ZA 

during gastrulation (Simpson & Wieschaus 1990; Tepass & Tanentzapf 2001). At this 

stage, cells already show a distinct polarization as they exhibit an apical part facing the 

outside of the embryo and a basolateral membrane, though the mature ZA has not 

formed yet (Lye & Sanson 2011). 

 

The further establishment of this polarized subcellular organization is mainly controlled 

by three major protein complexes. One is localized to the SAR of the cells, apical to the 

ZA, and is composed of the transmembrane protein Crumbs and its intracellular adaptor 

protein Stardust, known as Crb/Sdt complex (Tepass et al. 1990; Tepass & Knust 1993). 

This complex acts in a functional hierarchy with another group of polarity proteins, the 

Bazooka (Baz)–PAR-6 (partitioning defective 6)–atypical protein kinase C (aPKC) complex 

(Ohno 2001). Baz serves as scaffold protein for aPKC and its activator Par-6 and localizes 

to the ZA (Wodarz et al. 2000). It recruits Sdt to the plasma membrane by direct interac-

tion between the Postsynaptic density 95/Discs large/Zonula occludens 1 (PDZ) domain of 

Sdt, which is also a binding site for the C- terminus of Crb (Krahn et al. 2010). Baz also 

contains a phosphorylation site for aPKC. By the phosphorylation of Baz the connection of 

the Baz–Sdt complex weakens and after dissociation the PDZ domain of Sdt is available to 
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form the Crb/Sdt complex (Kaplan et al. 2009; Krahn et al. 2010; Morais-de-Sá et al. 

2010). The third protein complex consisting of Lethal giant larvae (Lgl), Discs large (Dlg) 

and Scribble (Scrib) acts as an antagonist to the Crb/Sdt complex and determines the ba-

solateral membrane domain (Tanentzapf & Tepass 2003; Johnson & Wodarz 2003). This 

group is also required for the formation of septate junctions (SJ), which function is similar 

to that of mammalian tight junctions (TJ), for example to control paracellular transport 

(Su et al. 2013). The tumor suppressors Dlg and Scrib are restricted to the SJ, while Lgl 

localizes to the entire lateral membrane (Yamanaka & Ohno 2008). Lgl and the kinase 

Par-1 are also phosphorylation targets of aPKC, which restricts these proteins to the ba-

solateral site (Betschinger et al. 2003; Hurov et al. 2004). Par-1 in turn blocks Baz oli-

gomerization by phosphorylation and inhibits the ectopic formation of the Bazooka/PAR-

6/aPKC complex (Benton & St Johnston 2003). This dynamic antagonistic network is of 

fundamental importance for establishment and maintenance of epithelial cell polarity 

and integrity. Figure 2 shows an outline of the establishment of the Drosophila epithelial 

polarity including a mature ZA. 

 

 

Figure 2: Establishment of polarity in the Drosophila epithelium. (A) At the beginning of cellulariza-

tion the membrane forms furrow canals (FCs) and invaginates by means of the actomyosin network. First 

basal adherens junctions (BJs) are formed, which resolve after cellularization. (B) Afterwards first AJs in a 

spotted pattern (SAJs) arise. (C) During gastrulation a subapical region (SAR) and an apical margin of the 

lateral domain (ALM) are formed. The SAR and the ALM are providing spatial information to position the ZA 

and control the formation of the continuous mature ZA. (D) At late embryogenesis (after germ band retrac-

tion of the embryo), the generation of septate junctions (SJ) occur and the epithelial junctional complex is 

fully differentiated. Adapted from Müller & Bossinger (2003).    
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1.2 Actomyosin networks and cell adhesion in morphogene-

sis 

During development, epithelial tissues undergo various morphogenetic processes. At the 

basis of these movements are the coordinated shape changes of individual cells within 

the whole area. An important feature is the contraction of the apical region of the cells, 

known as apical constriction, which for example allows membrane invagination during 

gastrulation (Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3: Apical constriction. Invagination movements require the constriction of the apical domain of 

cells to allow the formation of furrows (adapted and modified from Pilot & Lecuit (2005).  

 

These cellular deformations are driven by a contractile network in the cortex of the cells 

composed of active cytoskeleton elements like actin filaments, actin crosslinkers and my-

osin motors (Munjal & Lecuit 2014). Dynamic myosin proteins move along actin filaments 

under ATP-hydrolysis and thus prevent rigidity of the plasma membrane caused through 

actin filaments alone (Toyoshima et al. 1987; Howard 1997). Members of the myosin su-

perfamily contain a conserved head region and a divergent tail domain. The head domain 

carries the conserved actin-binding and ATP-hydrolysis sites. Members of the sub-class 
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myosin II are characterized by their hexameric composition of two heavy chains, two es-

sential light chains (ELC) and two regulatory light chains (MLRC) (Hartman & Spudich 

2012) (Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4: The Myosin II subclass. (A)The dynamic motor proteins consist of two heavy chains, two es-

sential and two regulatory light chains. (A´)Myosin II moves along actin filaments under ATP- hydrolysis via 

the conserved ATP-hydrolysis domain in the head region to allow contraction and release of the cytoskele-

ton. Adapted and modified from Vicente-Manzanares et al. (2009).   

 

In Drosophila the heavy chain is encode by the gene zipper (Young et al. 1993), while  

MLRC is encoded by the gene spaghetti-squash (sqh) (Karess et al. 1991; Hartman & 

Spudich 2012; Munjal & Lecuit 2014). In non-muscle cells, like epithelial cells, Myosin II is 

essential for regulating cytokinesis or generating cortical tension to allow the cells to un-

dergo shape changes in developmental processes (Karess et al. 1991; Martin & Goldstein 

2014). The accumulation and activity of Myosin II filaments is regulated by direct phos-

phorylation of conserved residues (Thr18 and Ser19 in mammals, Thr20 and Ser21 in Dro-

sophila) (Amano et al. 1996; Getz et al. 2010). Among various kinases, the Rho-associated 

coiled coil-containing kinase ROCK, or Rok in Drosophila, is a key factor for phosphoryla-

tion and thus activation of myosin II (Amano et al. 1996; Mizuno et al. 1999). ROCK in 
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turn is a downstream effector target of the activated Rho GTPase whose activity is regu-

lated by Guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase-activating proteins 

(GAPs) (Barrett et al. 1997; Verdier et al. 2006; Watanabe & Hosoya 2007). 

1.3 Planar cell polarity 

Besides the apical-basal polarity, Drosophila epithelial cells also exhibit a polarization 

within a plane of an epithelial tissue, known as planar cell polarity (PCP) (Figure 5A). PCP 

is found in various tissues and refers to the alignment of cell polarity across the whole 

tissue plane, in cells that are spatially separated. The establishment of this alignment is 

achieved by the asymmetric partitioning of cortical PCP proteins and the intracellular 

communication between neighboring cells through protein transfer, gradients or endocy-

tosis (Zallen 2007; Devenport 2014). The polarized orientation of PCP components is es-

sential in many developmental processes, like the right orientation of mammalian hair 

follicles and inner ear hairs, formation of the neural tube or the development of heart 

and kidney in vertebrates (Wang 2006; Wang & Nathans 2007; Vladar et al. 2009; Mlodzik 

et al. 2010).  

PCP was first investigated in Drosophila. Two molecular mechanisms control PCP compo-

sition, the “core” and the “Fat–Dachsous (Ft–Ds)” PCP pathways. 

The first discovered “core” pathway, shown in Figure 5A, includes the core transmem-

brane proteins Frizzled (Fz), Van Gogh (Vang, also known as Strabismus/Stbm) and Fla-

mingo (Fmi; also known as Starry night/Stan), and the cytosolic components Dishevelled 

(Dsh), Prickle (Pk) and Diego (Dgo). These proteins are present at only one side of the cell 

interface, except for the atypical Cadherin Fmi, which is found bilaterally on both sides 

and forms homodimers between neighboring cells (Usui et al. 1999; Chen et al. 2008). 

Vang and Prickle thereby localize to the proximal/anterior side of the cell (Tree et al. 

2002; Bastock 2003), while Fz, Dsh and Diego are restricted to the distal/posterior part 

(Axelrod 2001; Strutt 2001; Feiguin et al. 2001). This unilateral distribution ensures the 

collective alignment across the tissue, like in its simplest form, in the Drosophila adult 

wing. Here, each cell produces a single actin-rich trichome or hair, all pointing to the dis-

tal side of the cell. Mutations in one of the core components lead to randomization of the 

planar polarity and thus to irregularly growing wing hairs (Wong & Adler 1993).  
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Figure 5: Planar cell polarity components. (A & A´) The core PCP proteins Vang and Pk localize to the 

proximal/anterior side, while Fz, Dsh, and Dgo localize to the distal/posterior edge. Fmi localizes to both 

sides, where it forms homodimers between neighboring cells. (B) Asymmetric localization of Ds and Ft, 

which form heterodimers between adjacent cells. Fj is a positive regulator of Ft and expressed in a gradient 

across the wing tissue (purple arrow), leading to a graded activity of Ft (blue arrow). Ds is expressed in an 

opposing gradient (red arrow).  

 

The second, so called “Fat–Dachsous (Ft–Ds)” pathway regulating PCP involves the atypi-

cal cadherins Fat (Ft) and Dachsous (Ds) and the Golgi resident transmembrane ectoki-

nase Four-jointed (Fj) (Figure 5B). Ft and its ligand Ds localize at opposite cell contact 

sides, where they mediate heterophilic cell adhesion by stabilizing each other on the cell 

surface (Clark et al. 1995; Matakatsu 2004). In contrast to the core PCP proteins, Fj and 

Ds are distributed in an opposing gradient across the developing wing tissue (Brodsky & 

Steller 1996; Yang et al. 2002). Fj is a positive regulator of Ft. In consequence, a gradient 

of Ft activity is present, complementary to that of Fj. This graded expression contributes 

to the asymmetric distribution of Ft and Ds (Matakatsu 2004; Simon et al. 2010; 

Devenport 2014).    

1.3.1 Planar polarity of the contractile actin-myosin network 

Planar polarity is also influenced by proteins which contribute to actomyosin contractility 

and regulation of actomyosin based cell movements such as the Par proteins Par-3/Baz 
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and their binding partners aPKC and Par-6 (Harris & Peifer 2007; Lang & Munro 2017). 

The regulation of the proper localization of components of the actomyosin network is 

essential for cell rearrangements in Drosophila embryogenesis, particularly during 

germband extension. In this process, the epithelial sheet elongates along the anterior-

posterior axis without cell division, but through oriented neighbor change events. Two 

different types of these so called cell intercalations drive convergent extension: T1-T2-T3 

transitions, which involve four cells and rosette formation, involving 5-12 cells. In both 

processes the apical junctions shrink along the dorsal/ventral (D/V) axis and thus two 

cells meet at the vertex (T1 transition) or rosettes form with neighboring cells. Subse-

quently new apical junctions form perpendicular to the lost ones and expand along the 

AP axis, thus pulling cells further and contribute to the elongation of the germband 

(Figure 6) (Bertet et al. 2004; Lecuit 2005; Blankenship et al. 2006; Zallen & Blankenship 

2008 ; Tada & Heisenberg 2012; Umetsu & Kuranaga 2017).  
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Figure 6: Neighbor change events and junction remodeling during germband extension. (A) 

Germband extension along the anterior-posterior body axis. (B) T1-T2-T3 transition with formation of a 4-

cell vertex. Myosin II mediated shortening of junctions along the D/V axis (red arrows), followed by for-

mation of new junctions along the A/P axis (green arrows). (C) Rosette formation. A group of cells (~7 cells) 

is involved, forming a rosette. Extensions of new junctions contribute to body elongation.   

For proper execution of this axis elongation, the planar distribution of the dynamic com-

ponents of the actomyosin network and of adherens junction associated proteins is re-

quired. F-Actin and myosin II accumulate at cell-cell contact sites in the anterior/posterior 

(A/P) axis, while E-Cadherin, Armadillo/β-catenin and Baz/Par3 show an enrichment at 

junctions between the dorsal and ventral cells (D/V axis) (Zallen & Wieschaus 2004; 

Blankenship et al. 2006). The Myosin II activating Rho-kinase Rok, activated by its associ-

ated Rho GTPase, is required for the right positioning of Myosin II and co-localizes with its 

substrate in the A/P axis (Amano et al. 1996; Bertet et al. 2004; Simões et al. 2010). The 
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Rok- and actin-binding protein Shroom has been shown to amplify Rok and Myosin II pla-

nar polarity, as the loss of shroom leads to a decreased level of junctional localization in 

A/P orientation (Hildebrand & Soriano 1999; Bolinger et al. 2010; De Matos Simões et al. 

2014). In shroom mutants, also less junctional tension and defective multicellular rosette 

formation has been described (De Matos Simões et al. 2014), pointing to a key role to 

generate local myosin contractility in convergent extension. Moreover, Rok is also able to 

phosphorylate Baz (Simões et al. 2010), an important feature to exclude it from the A/P 

interfaces. Baz in turn is essential for planar polarized distribution of myosin II and 

Arm/β-catenin, as the loss of Baz results in a strong disruption of the planar localization 

of the latter (Simões et al. 2010; De Matos Simões et al. 2014). 

Consequently, it has been shown, that Baz plays a key role not only in apical-basal polari-

ty, but also in mediating planar cell polarity during cytoskeleton associated dynamic cell 

rearrangement events (Zallen & Wieschaus 2004). 

Through this complex system of planar polarized actomyosin networks, also planar polar-

ized forces are generated, that direct spatially organized cell rearrangements in order to 

elongate the body axis. The LIM protein Ajuba is recruited to AJs in a tension- dependent 

manner, as it localizes within seconds to sites of myosin accumulation in response to me-

chanical forces. Loss of Ajuba results in an increase of rosette formation and reduced ro-

sette resolution through defective cell adhesion, reflected by gaps between interfaces in 

late stages of rosette formation (Razzell et al. 2018). The highly dynamic localization of 

Ajuba reflects the importance of the interplay between mechanical forces and the planar 

polarized recruitment of tension sensitive proteins. 

 

1.4 Smallish (Smash) 

The 170 kDa Lin11, Isl-1, Mec-3 (LIM) domain protein Smallish (Smash, CG43427) was first 

identified as a binding partner of Baz in a yeast two-hybrid screen. The three PDZ do-

mains of Baz (aa291-737) were used as bait (Ramrath 2002; von Stein 2005). PDZ do-

mains are protein interaction modules that often recognize short amino acid motifs at 

the C-terminus of target proteins, called PDZ binding motifs (PBM) (Lee & Zheng 2010). 

Smash exhibits a C-terminal module consisting of a LIM domain and a class I PDZ binding 
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motif (FSCV), as well as two predicted coiled-coil domains. The LIM domain is recognized 

as a tandem zinc-finger structure that functions as a protein-interaction module. These 

domains consist of approximately 55 amino acids with 8 highly conserved residues that 

contain mostly cysteine and histidine located at defined intervals (Kadrmas & Beckerle 

2004). 

Several isoforms of Smash have been annotated. The largest isoform PM and the smaller 

isoform PI share the LIM-PBM module, which is absent in Smash-PJ (Figure 7). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Smash isoforms. Smash PM contains two coiled-coil domains, a C-terminal LIM domain and a 

PDZ binding motif. Smash PI does not exhibit the coiled-coil domains, but the PBM module, which is absent 

in Smash PJ. 

 

The interaction of Smash and Baz has been confirmed via co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) 

using embryos overexpressing GFP-Smash PI and wild type embryos. The direct interplay 

between the PBM of Smash and the PDZ domains 2 and 3 of Baz was investigated by nu-

clear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Via this NMR study, also a direct interac-

tion of Smash PBM and the PDZ domain of Canoe (Cno), which is a Drosophila homologue 
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of the Actin binding protein Afadin was confirmed. Smash is detectable from embryonic 

stage 5 onwards in all ectodermally derived epithelia, including the epidermis, the fore- 

and hindgut, Malpighian tubules, salivary glands, the amnioserosa and the tracheal tree. 

It is also expressed in the somatic musculature, as it was found in body wall muscles, the 

pharynx muscles and the visceral musculature surrounding the midgut. Smash, which is 

located on the right arm of the third chromosome got its name on the basis of its overex-

pression phenotype. The ectopic expression of GFP-Smash PM leads to complete lethali-

ty, while upon the overexpression of GPF-Smash PI rare escaper flies hatch, which are 

strongly reduced in their size. Cuticles of embryos that die during embryogenesis show 

massive defects, as they display dorsal open, anterior open phenotypes or both. These 

findings indicate the importance of Smash during epidermal development. First indication 

of Smash as a regulator of the actomyosin network has been shown on the cellular level, 

as the overexpression of Smash PM in random clones in the follicular epithelium and in 

the tracheal system induced apical constriction (Beati et al. 2018). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Overexpression of GFP-Smash PM induces apical constriction of follicular epithelial 

cells. (A) GFP-Smash PM (green in Merge) was overexpressed in randomly induced clones in the follicular 

epithelium of an egg chamber at stage 10A. Dlg (red in Merge) marks cell outlines close to the apex of the 

cells. (B) Overview of the egg chamber shown in A. (C) Control clones overexpressing CD8-GFP. (D) Over-

view of the egg chamber. Adapted from Beati et al. (2018). 
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Beside this overexpression phenotype, shown in Figure 8, Smash shares various similari-

ties with the conserved actin-binding protein Shroom (Shrm). Both proteins localize to 

the ZA and exhibit a very similar expression pattern and subcellular localization. Shrm is a 

Rho kinase binding protein, which contributes to the mediation of planar cell polarity of 

junction associated proteins (Hildebrand & Soriano 1999; Haigo et al. 2003; Bolinger et al. 

2010; De Matos Simões et al. 2014; Beati et al. 2018). However, the exact molecular-

pathway of how Smash is regulating the activity of the actomyosin network during mor-

phogenesis and if Shrm is a component of this pathway or acts in a redundant pathway is 

not clear. 

1.5 LIM-domain only 7 

The LIM domain is an evolutionarily conserved double-zinc finger motif often found in 

proteins mediating protein-protein interactions in the cytoplasm and the nucleus. Various 

LIM-domain containing proteins have been identified to play a key role in signal transduc-

tion regulating the rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton (Khurana et al. 2002). LIM-

domain only 7 (LMO7) is the vertebrate orthologue of Smash and encodes two splice var-

iants, LMO7a and LMO7b. In addition to the C-terminal LIM domain, LMO7 also exhibits a 

PDZ domain, a PDZ binding motif and another protein interaction domain, called Calponin 

Homology domain (Holaska et al. 2006) (Figure 9). LMO7a also contains a F-box sequence 

(amino acids 549–590), which was shown to be critical for degradation of cellular regula-

tory proteins (Cenciarelli et al. 1999). LMO7, located on chromosome 13q22 in humans, 

shows ubiquitous expression, although tissue-specific splice forms cannot be ruled out 

(Ooshio et al. 2004; te Velthuis & Bagowski 2007). 
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Figure 9: Isoforms of LMO7. LMO7, the vertebrate orthologue of Smash, encodes two splice variants. 

LMO7a contains a Calponin Homology domain, a F-box sequence as well as a PDZ domain and a LIM do-

main. LMO7b lacks the F-box domain. 

 

Several studies showed that LOM7 is involved in formation and maintenance of epithelial 

architecture by remodeling the actin cytoskeleton. In the rat gallbladder it localizes at 

cell-cell interfaces at the region of the AJs (Figure 10), where it binds to the cell adhesion 

molecule Afadin, which in turn binds to Actin and Nectins. LMO7 also binds to the actin 

filament bundling protein α-Actinin, which is associated to α-catenin (Ooshio et al. 2004). 
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Figure 10: LMO7 localizes at AJs together with Afadin and ZO-1 in rat gallbladder. (A) Immunoflu-

orescence microscopy of stained tissue with LMO7, Afadin and ZO-1 antibody. LMO7 localizes at AJs to-

gether with Afadin, the vertebrate homologue of Drosophila Canoe. (B) Electron microscopy of LMO7 in 

epithelial cells of rat gallbladder. Adapted from Ooshio et al. (2004). 

 

For LMO7 a tumor suppressor function has been reported. In 22% of LMO7 full knockout 

mice, development of lung cancer was observed. Analysis of the cultured tumor cells 

showed numerical chromosome abnormalities (Tanaka-Okamoto et al. 2009). In human 

lung cancer a decreased expression of LMO7 in adenocarcinoma cells has been demon-

strated (Nakamura et al. 2011). Furthermore, an upregulation of the expression of LMO7 

has also been observed in tumors derived from liver, pancreas, prostate, colon and breast 

(Kang et al. 2000). Here, the fact that chromosome 13q22 is involved in hereditary breast 
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cancer is noteworthy, although it is not proven, that LMO7 is the only gene responsible 

(Kainu et al. 2000; Rozenblum et al. 2002). 

Additionally, LMO7 binds directly to Emerin, an inner nuclear membrane protein. Muta-

tions in emerin cause X-linked Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (X-EDMD), an inherit-

ed muscular disorder. Upon this interaction, Emerin inhibits the activity of LMO7 in 

emerin expression, indicating a negative feedback mechanism. Here, LMO7 acts as a tran-

scription factor for emerin and other muscle relevant genes, shuttling between nucleus, 

cytoplasm and the cell surface (Holaska et al. 2006; Dedeic et al. 2011). 

 

During zebrafish embryonic development severe defects in heart development have been 

reported upon the knockdown of LMO7. Morphological heart defects as well as heart 

mislocalization compared with control injected embryos were observed, pointing to a 

possible role of LMO7 in neural crest cells and their migration (Ott et al. 2008). 

1.6 Src kinases 

Members of the non-receptor Src family of protein tyrosine kinases (SFKs) are present in 

all metazoan cells and are involved in the regulation of various physiological functions 

(Brown & Cooper 1996). The importance of SFKs becomes clear in their pleiotropic func-

tion, as they contribute to signal transduction mediating cell growth, differentiation, cell 

shape, migration and survival. The Src family includes the nine members Src, Lck, Hck, 

Fyn, Blk, Lyn, Fgr, Yes, and Yrk  (Table 1-1) (Parsons & Parsons 2004). 

Table 1-1: Src family kinases.  

 

(adapted from Parsons & Parsons 2004) 
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All members exhibit the conserved structure of three Src homology domains: a tyrosine 

kinase domain SH1, a phosphotyrosine binding domain SH2 and a N-terminal domain 

SH3, known to interact with proline rich regions (Figure 11). At the N-terminus a mem-

brane targeting domain is located, carrying a myristoylation site, critical for membrane 

association and Src activity. The following 50-70 residues next to this SH4 domain vary 

among family members (Boggon & Eck 2004; Parsons & Parsons 2004; Roskoski 2004; Ia 

et al. 2010; Patwardhan & Resh 2010). 

 

 

Figure 11: Structure of Src family kinases. Src kinases consist of four domains: the unique region, 

which differs among family members, followed by the SH3, SH2, and tyrosine kinase domains. The activa-

tion loop of the kinase domain and the activating (Tyr 416) and autoinhibitory (Tyr 527) phosphorylation 

sites are indicated in red. The conserved residue Arg 175 in the SH2 domain is crucial for phosphotyrosine 

recognition. Residue Trp 260 at the extreme N-terminus of the kinase domain is important for autoinhibi-

tion (adapted from Boggon & Eck 2004). 

 

Src kinases are strictly regulated via phosphorylation of the respective sites. The activat-

ing phosphotyrosine 416 that results from autophosphorylation is located within the ki-

nase domain SH1 and promotes kinase activity. At the C-terminus Src kinases display a 

short inhibitory phosphorylation site (Tyrosine 527), a target for the C-terminal Src kinase 

(Csk) and Csk homologous kinase. Phosphorylation of Tyr 527 results in intramolecular 

binding of the C-terminal tail to the SH2 domain and thus downregulates Src activity. 

(Cooper et al. 1986; Roskoski 2005; Ia et al. 2010). 

Src was the first discovered oncogene encoding a non-receptor membrane-associated 

tyrosine kinase (Stehelin et al. 1977; Levinson et al. 1978; Varmus et al. 1989; Tice et al. 

1999). Several members of Src kinases have an oncogenic form (table 1). This potential to 

induce cell transformation points to their important role in regulating cell growth. SFKs 

are involved in receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) signaling by interaction with these growth 

factor receptors in DNA synthesis or survival pathways, cell motility and actin cytoskele-

ton rearrangement events. Ligand activation of many RTKs leads to direct activation of 
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SFKs (Bromann et al. 2004). For SFKs also a role in G protein coupled receptor (GPCR) sig-

naling has been described, as SFKs are known effectors of activated G proteins. Addition-

ally, Src activity is crucial for controlling GPCR trafficking and affects cell proliferation and 

cytoskeletal rearrangement (Parsons & Parsons 2004; Luttrell & Luttrell 2004; McGarrigle 

& Huang 2007). The importance of SFKs in cell-cell adhesion is reflected in the high num-

ber of cytoskeleton associated proteins among the substrates of Src kinases. Among them 

are RhoA and p120 catenin, which is known to regulate cell-cell adhesion through its in-

teraction with the cytoplasmic tail of classical and type II cadherins and thus regulating 

actin dynamics (Reynolds & Roczniak-Ferguson 2004). Src also promotes epithelial-

mesenchymal transition (EMT), an event characterized by the individualization of cells 

dissociating from epithelial structures (Boyer et al. 1997). Since this process requires al-

terations and turnovers of cell-cell adhesion complexes, Src kinases appear as good can-

didates for AJ function and remodeling. Moreover, activated Src in cultured cells leads to 

downregulation of E-Cad, which in turn is followed by cell-dissociation, a hallmark of in-

vasive and metastatic cancers (Behrens et al. 1993). 

1.6.1 Src42A - A Drosophila orthologue of Src 

In Drosophila two Src homologues are encoded, Src42A and Src 64B. Src42A is the closest 

relative of vertebrate Src in Drosophila. It localizes along the entire plasma membrane 

but is enriched at the apical region of the AJs, where it forms a ternary complex with DE-

Cadherin and Armadillo (Takahashi et al. 1996). Src42A has been shown to be involved in 

the regulation of cytoskeleton organization and cell-cell contacts in developing ommatid-

ia (Takahashi 2005). An essential role for Src42A has been established during tracheal 

tube elongation, as it is required for polarized cell shape changes to orient membrane 

growth and cell rearrangements. The constitutive activation of Src42A leads to axial 

stretching and tracheal over-elongation, pointing to an instructive role in this process. 

Src42A seems to be the limiting factor for cell rearrangements in axial dimension of the 

tube (Förster & Luschnig 2012). The importance of Src42A during this morphogenetic 

event is also underlined in its dual role, as its activation leads to two opposing effects: On 

the one hand, activation of Src42A leads to reduction of E-Cad at the protein level on the 

other hand it enhances the transcription of E-Cad gene through the genetic interaction 
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with Armadillo and TCF (Shindo et al. 2008). These two main functions of Scr42A ensure 

the turnover and exchange of AJs and regulate the direction of anisotropic growth of the 

tissue (Shindo et al. 2008; Nelson et al. 2012). 

Src42A mutants show a dorsal open phenotype (Takahashi 2005), pointing to an im-

portant function in cell-cell adhesion. The role of Src in dorsal closure via JNK signalling 

has been proven, as the activity of Src in this process is dependent on the activity of Bas-

ket (Bsk), the Drosophila homologue of JNK (Toyoshima et al. 1987). 

Recent studies of Sun et al. (2017) showed a key role of Src42A in the formation of baso-

lateral protrusions during rosette formation (Figure 6) in germband extension. In this pro-

cess the most dorsal cell (D cell) and the most ventral cell (V cell) of the future rosette 

form wedge shaped protrusions in order to migrate towards each other. Embryos lacking 

Src42A fail to form these protrusions (Figure 12). 

 

 

Figure 12: Src42A is involved in the formation of basolateral protrusions during germband ex-

tension. (A) Model of the formation of basolateral protrusions during formation of rosettes. The most 

dorsal (D) and most ventral (V) cell is highlighted in pink (D) and blue (V). (A´) In embryos lacking Src42A 

expression (right panel), formation of basolateral protrusions could not proceed in contrast to the wild type 

control (left panel). The arrowheads point to the edge of D/V cells during basolateral rosette formation. 

The open arrowheads show the absence of pSrc in defective protrusions (adapted from Sun et al. (2017)). 
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In a genome wide yeast two-hybrid screen Src42A has already been shown to interact 

with Smash (Giot 2003). Later studies of Beati et al. (2018) revealed that Smash is a bind-

ing partner and also a phosphorylation target of Src42A in vitro ad in vivo. Regarding to 

this knowledge, Src42A appears as a key candidate to elucidate the molecular pathway, in 

which Smash regulates cell adhesion and morphogenesis in Drosophila epithelial tissues.    

1.7 Scope of this thesis 

Dynamic cell adhesion of epithelial tissues is of fundamental importance for individual 

cell shape changes during morphogenesis. The establishment and maintenance of adhe-

sion is regulated at the ZA via multiple proteins acting as molecular motors controlling 

the cytoskeleton. Although a range of regulators have been identified, the exact mecha-

nism of how these tension dependent, dynamic processes are coordinated, is not clear.   

The 170 kDa LIM domain protein Smash was identified as a binding partner of the key 

polarity determinant Baz/Par3, which has a key function in establishment of AJs during 

development. The vertebrate homologue of Smash, LIM-domain only 7 (LOM7) is in-

volved in formation and maintenance of epithelial architecture by remodeling the actin 

cytoskeleton (Ooshio et al. 2004). Additionally, for LMO7 a possible function as tumor 

suppressor has been described (Tanaka-Okamoto et al. 2009; Nakamura et al. 2011), indi-

cating a medical relevance for this so far unknown gene. 

 

Initial results showed that overexpression of Smash induces apical constriction in epithe-

lial cells and gave a first indication that Smash acts in a cytoskeleton associated manner 

(Beati et al. 2018). The aim of this study was to characterize the potential function of 

Smash as a regulator of actomyosin contractility during epithelial morphogenesis. For this 

purpose the loss-of-function phenotype of smash was characterized in this study. The 

intention was to identify proteins that interact with Smash at the ZA to elucidate the mo-

lecular mechanism of regulating cytoskeleton associated dynamics. Actomyosin activity is 

also coordinated by planar cell polarity (PCP), for instance in spatially directed neighbor 

exchange events during embryonic germband extension in order to elongate the body 

axis (Rauzi et al. 2010; Simões et al. 2010; Merks et al. 2018). Consequently, the aim of 

this work was to investigate Smash subcellular distribution and potential impact on PCP 
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signaling. Furthermore, the structure regarding to Smash function should be character-

ized. 

Altogether, the purpose of this study was to resolve the molecular mechanism of how 

smash mediates actomyosin contractility at the cytoskeleton. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

2.1.1   Chemicals, enzymes and kits 

Chemicals, reagents, enzymes and kits were purchased from one of the following compa-

nies: AppliChem GmbH, Becton Dickinson GmbH, Bioline, Bio-Rad, Carl Roth GmbH, GE 

Healthcare, Genecraft, Gibco/BRL Life Technologies, Macherey Nagel, Merck Chemicals 

GmbH, Perbio Science, Roche Diagnostics, Sigma-Aldrich, ThermoFisher Scientific. 

2.1.2 Fly stocks 

Table 2-1: Fly stocks. 

Bl = Bloomington stocknumber 

Stock Genotype Chromo-

some(s) 

Description Source 

Wild type fly lines 

wild type
 

w
1118 

 white eyes Bl 5905 

Gal4 driver lines 

actGal4 actin<Gal4/CyO; 

MKRS / TM6b 

2,3 ubiquitous driver Bl 4414 

MTDGal4 P{out-

GAL4::VP16.R}1, 

w*; P{GAL4-

nos.NGT}40; 

P{GAL4::VP16-

nos.UTR}CG632

5MVD1 

1,2,3 maternal triple driver 

the three GAL4 inser-

tions together express 

GAL4 uniformly in the 

germarium and 

throughout oogenesis 

Bl 31777 

smallish fly lines 

smash
4.1 

smash
4.1

/TM3 3 smash mutant allele Beati et al. 
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(2018) 

smash
35 

smash
35

/TM6B 3 smash mutant allele Beati et al. 

(2018) 

GFP-Smash  PM UASp::GFP-

Smash PM/Cyo 

2 expresses N-terminally 

GFP tagged Smash PM 

Beati et al. 

(2018) 

GFP-Smash PI UASp::GFP-

Smash PI/Cyo 

2 expresses N-terminally 

GFP tagged Smash PI 

Beati et al. 

(2018) 

GFP-Smash PJ UASp::GFP-

Smash PJ/Cyo 

2 expresses N-terminally 

GFP tagged Smash PJ 

Beati et al. 

(2018) 

GFP-Smash PI C-

term 

UASp::GFP-

Smash PI C-

term/Cyo 

2 expresses N-terminally 

GFP tagged C terminus 

of Smash PI 

Beati et al. 

(2018) 

GFP-Smash PI 

N-term 

UASp::GFP-

Smash PI N-

term/Cyo 

2 expresses N-terminally 

GFP tagged N-terminus 

of Smash PI 

Beati et al. 

(2018) 

GFP-Smash PI 

PBM 

UASp::GFP-

Smash PI 

PBM/Cyo 

2 expresses N-terminally 

GFP tagged Smash PI 

lacking the PDZ binding 

motif 

Beati et al. 

(2018) 

GFP-Smash PI 

LIM 

UASp::GFP-

Smash PI 

LIM/Cyo 

2 expresses N-terminally 

GFP tagged Smash PI 

lacking the LIM domain 

Beati et al. 

(2018) 

GFP-Smash PI 

YmultiF  

UASp::GFP-

Smash PI Ymul-

tiF/Cyo 

2 expresses N-terminally 

GFP tagged Smash PI 

with mutation of all six 

Y residues of GFP-

Smash PI to F 

Beati et al. 

(2018) 

  other 

baz mutant baz
EH747

/FM7 1 mutant allele  Krahn et al. 

(2010); 

Shahab et al. 
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(2015) 

BAC CH321-

21P3 

BAC CH321-

21P3/Cyo 

2 Bacterial artificial 

chromosome; contains 

complete genomic re-

gion of smallish 

Beati et al. 

(2018) 

sqh-GFP y1,w1,cv1,sqhA

X3;P{sqhGFP.R} 

2 expresses N-terminally 

GFP tagged sqh  under 

endogenous promoter 

in sqh mutant back-

ground 

Bl 57144 

sqh-mCherry sqhAX3; 

sqh::Sqh -

mCherry 

2 expresses N-terminally 

mCherry tagged sqh  

under endogenous 

promoter in sqh mu-

tant background 

Martin et al. 

(2010) 

Venus-Rok sqh::Venus 

RokK116A 

3 expresses N-terminally 

Venus tagged kinase 

dead version of Rok 

under sqh promoter 

Simões et al. 

(2010) 

DE-Cad-GFP  endo::DE-Cad-

GFP/Cyo 

2 expresses N-terminally 

GFP tagged DeCad un-

der endogenous pro-

moter 

gift from T. 

Lecuit, Institut 

de Biologie du 

Développe-

ment de Mar-

seille, Mar-

seille,France; 

Huang et al. 

(2009) 

Injection Stock 

GenetiVision 

y1 M {vas-

int.Dm} ZH-2A 

w[*]; M {3xP3-

2 2nd chromosome attP 

site at 22A. Expresses 

phiC31 integrase under 

Bischof et al. 

(2007) 
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RFP. attP} ZH-

22A 

the control of vasa. 

Insertion is marked 

with GFP and RFP ex-

pressed in the eye.  

FRT82Bovo
D1

 FRT82Bovo
D1

/T

M3, Sb 

3 Expresses dominant 

negative ovo to cause 

oogenesis arrest. Car-

ries FRT site. 

Bl 2149 

hsFLP;;FRT82Bc

no
R2

 

hsFLP;;FRT82Bc

no
R2

/TM3, Sb 

1,3 cno allele. Carries FRT 

site. 

Sawyer et al. 

(2009) 

 

2.1.3 Antibodies 

2.1.3.1 Primary Antibodies 

Primary antibodies used in this study are listed. IF = Immunofluorescence, WB = 

Western blotting, DSHB = Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank. 

Table 2-2: Primary Antibodies 

Antigen Host Apllication Dilution Reference/Source 

smash guinea pig IF 1:500 Beati et al. 2018 

Baz rabbit  IF 1:1000 Wodarz et al. 1999 

DCAD2 

DE-cadherin  

rat IF 1:5 DSHB 

Src42A rabbit IF 1:1000 Takahashi (2005) 

CF.6G11 

βPS Integrin 

mouse IF 1: 10 DSHB 

α-Actinin rat IF 1:10 Babraham Biosciences 

Technologies 

Canoe 

 

rabbit IF 1:1000 Sawyer et al. 2009 
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phospho-

Myosin light 

chain 

rabbit IF 1:50 Cell Signaling #36719 

N2-7A1 

Armadillo 

mouse IF 1:20 DSHB 

anti-GFP  rabbit WB 1:1000 A11122; Invitrogen 

anti-GFP mouse WB 1:1000 Roche 

9E10 

anti-myc 

mouse WB 1:100 DSHB 

anti-HA mouse WB 1:200 11-583-816-001; Roche 

anti-PY mouse WB 1:1000 P3300; Sigma-Aldrich 

 

2.1.3.2 Secondary Antibodies 

For Western blotting (WB) and Immunofluorescence (IF) the following secondary 

antibodies were used. 

Table 2-3: Secondary Antibodies 

Antigen IG Host Conjugate Application/Dilution Reference/Source 

guinea pig goat AF488 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A11073 

guinea pig goat AF555 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A21435 

guinea pig goat AF647 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A21450 

rabbit goat AF488 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A11034 

rabbit goat AF555 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A21429 

rabbit goat AF647 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A21245 

rat goat AF488 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A11006 

rat goat AF555 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A21434 

rat goat AF647 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A21247 

mouse goat AF488 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A11029  

mouse goat AF555 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A21424 

mouse goat AF647 IF: 1:200 Invitrogen, A21236 
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guinea pig goat HRP WB: 1:10000   Dianova, 106-035-003 

rabbit goat HRP WB: 1:10000   Dianova, 111-035-144 

rat goat HRP WB: 1:10000   Dianova, 112-035-068 

mouse goat HRP WB: 1:10000   Dianova, 115-035-068 

 

2.1.4 Bacterial strains and Cell Culture Lines 

Table 2-4: Bacterial strains and cell lines used in this work 

E.coli XL-1 blue Amplification and purification of plasmid DNA 

S2/S2R
+
cells Transfection for protein-biochemical experiments 

 

2.1.5 Plasmids 

Table 2-5: Plasmids used in this work 

Plasmid Source 

actin5c<Gal4 Beati 2013 

UASp Smash-PM PAGW Beati 2013 

UASp Smash-PI PAGW Beati 2013 

UASp Smash-PJ PAGW Beati 2013 

UASp Smash-PI C-term PGW Beati 2013 

UASp Smash-PI N-term PGW Beati 2013 

UASp Smash-PI LIM PGW Beati 2013 

UASp Smash-PI PBM PGW Beati 2013 

UASp Rok pAMW this work 

UASp Sqh pAMW this work 

UASp Shroom PAMW this work 

UASp Moesin PAMW this work 

UASp Src42A PMW (Beati 2013) 
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2.1.6 Vectors 

Table 2-6: Vectors used in this work 

Vector Description Source 

pENTR/TOPO Gateway entry vector, kanamycin resistance Invitrogen 

pAGW act5c promoter Gateway cassette N-

terminal eGFP tag 

Drosophila Genomics 

Resource Center 

pAMW act5c promoter Gateway cassette N-

terminal 6XMYC tag 

Drosophila Genomics 

Resource Center 

pAHW act5c promoter Gateway cassette N-

terminal 3XHA tag 

Drosophila Genomics 

Resource Center 

 

2.1.7 Oligonucleotides 

Table 2-7: Primer used in this work 

Primer Sequence (5´- 3´) Application 

Rok_for CAC CAT GCC AGC TGG ACG AGA AAC Cloning of Rok fragment in ex-

pression vector for S2 cell trans-

fection forward 

Rok_rev TCA TTT CAG CGA TGA ATT GGC TGG Cloning of Rok fragment in ex-

pression vector for S2 cell trans-

fection reverse 

sqh_for CAC CAT GTC ATC CCG TAA GAC Cloning of sqh fragment in ex-

pression vector for S2 cell trans-

fection forward 

sqh_rev TTA CTG CTC ATC CTT GTC CTT Cloning of sqh fragment in ex-

pression vector for S2 cell trans-

fection reverse 

shroom_for CAC CAT GAA AAT GCG CAA TCA Cloning of shroom fragment in 
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expression vector for S2 cell 

transfection forward 

shroom_rev CTA ACA ATC GCT TTG GAC TAG Cloning of shroom fragment in 

expression vector for S2 cell 

transfection reverse 

moesin_for CAC CAT GGT CGT CGT CTC CGA Cloning of moesin fragment in 

expression vector for S2 cell 

transfection forward 

moesin_rev TTA CAT GTT CTC AAA CTG ATC Cloning of moesin fragment in 

expression vector for S2 cell 

transfection reverse 

 

2.1.8 Microscopes/ Imaging Systems 

Axioimager Carl  Zeiss Jena GmbH 

Binocular Stemi 2000 Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH 

Fluorescence Binocular Leica MZ 16 FA 

LSM 880 Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH 

scanning electron microscope Leo 1430VP 

 

2.1.9 Technical devices 

Centrifuge 5417 R Eppendorf 

Mastercycler gradient 5331 Eppendorf 

ChemoCam Imager Intas Science Imaging 

Incubator B6 Heraeus 

Incubation shaker Minitron Infors HT 
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2.1.10 Software 

Zen black Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH 

FIJI Schindelin et al. (2012) 

DNA sequence analysis geneious 6.1.8. 
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Fly work and genetic methods 

2.2.1.1 Fly breeding 

Flies were kept on standard medium at 25°C, unless stated otherwise. Embryos used for 

live imaging or Immunostaining were collected by keeping the flies in cages on apple agar 

juice plates, coated with yeast. 

Fly food 

Standard medium (Ashburner 1989) 

• Heat 9.5 L water, add 

 Agar Agar 50 g Carl Roth® 

 brewer’s yeast 168 g Cenovis 

 soy flour 95 g Bauck GmbH 

 

• Mix until foam forms 

• Add the following components one by one and mix in between: 

 malt extract 450 g Arche Naturprodukte GmbH 

 treacle 400 g Grafschafter Goldsaft,  Zuckerrübensirup; 

Grafschafter Krautfabrik Josef Schmitz KG 

 polenta 712 g HOLO, Reformhaus 

 

• Cook for 45 min 

• Cool down to 60 °C then add 45 ml propionic acid and 150 ml 10% nipagin  
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Apple agar plates 

Agar Agar 20g Carl Roth® 

Sugar 8,5g Raffinade, Peifer & Langen GmbH & Co. KG 

Apple juice 170ml natural juice, rio dòro 

H2O 330ml  

 

Mixture was cooked in microwave until the agar is in solution and cooled down to 

60 °C. 10% Nipagin was added and solution was poured into big or small petri 

dishes, store at 4 °C, lid down. 

2.2.1.2 Gal4-UAS System 

The Gal4-UAS system is a binary system that was adapted from yeast. It uses the tran-

scription factor Gal4, which binds to a specific promotor sequence called upstream acti-

vation sequence (UAS) to activate the expression of downstream gene products (Brand & 

Perrimon 1993). In Drosophila this system is utilized to drive ectopic expression of genes 

controlled in a temporal and spatial manner. To this aim, a driver fly line carrying the se-

quence for the Gal4 protein is crossed to a UAS line fused to the gene of interest. 

2.2.1.3 Bacterial Artificial Chromosome 

A bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) is a DNA construct with a usual size of 150–350 

kbp. Using E. choli, the BAC is maintained at low copy number, facilitating plasmid 

maintenance and recombineering, but is induced to high copy number for plasmid isola-

tion. Recombineering allows gap repair and mutagenesis in bacteria. Gap repair efficient-

ly retrieves DNA fragments up to 133 kilobases long from BAC clones. ΦC31-mediated 

transgenesis integrates these large DNA fragments at specific sites in the genome, allow-

ing the rescue of lethal mutations in the corresponding genes. This transgenesis platform 

greatly facilitates structure/function analyses of most Drosophila genes. In this work BAC 

CH321-21P3 from the genomic BAC libraries engineered into the attB-P[acman]-Cm
R
-BW 

vector was used (Venken et al. 2009). 
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2.2.1.4 Injection 

The bacterial artificial chromosome was injected by Genetivision via ΦC31 integrase-

mediated site specific transgenesis into the following docking site: VK37(2L).  

Generation of transgenic flies by ΦC31-mediated targeted insertion at chromosomal po-

sition 22A was achieved by injection of attB-containing DNA constructs into embryos of 

the stock y1 M {vas-int.Dm} ZH-2A w[*]; M {3xP3-RFP. attP} ZH-22A (Bischof et al. 2007). 

 

2.2.1.5 Rescue experiments 

Former lethality studies showed that only 41,7% of homozygous smash
35

 mutant animals 

of the F1 generation eclosed as adults. For rescue experiments flies carrying the injected 

BAC CH321-21P3 were crossed in smash
35

 mutant background.  

Full rescue was achieved when the eclosion rate of smash
35

 homozygous mutant adults 

expressing BAC CH321-21P3 achieved 100% of the expected value. 

 

For further rescue experiments and structure function analysis, GFP-tagged Smash con-

structs inserted at chromosomal position 22A in smash
35 

homozygous mutant animals 

were expressed using the Gal4-UAS system. act5C::Gal4 was used as a ubiquitous driver 

line. Crosses for rescue experiments were set up according to the following scheme: 

                                                               

 

According to Mendelian laws, 11.11% of the progeny should have the following genotype 

if all animals except for homozygous balancer animals survive: 

                                                                               (1) 

 

The animals with genotype 1 are those that are potentially rescued by expression of the 

respective GFP-Smash construct. The percentage of smash
35

 homozygous mutant animals 
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carrying only the act5C::Gal4 driver or the respective UASp::GFP-Smash construct over 

the CyO balancer would be 22.22% according to Mendel, if all smash
35

 homozygous flies 

would survive, which is not the case. The corresponding two genotypes are as follows 

                                                                             (2) 

 

The flies were counted with the respective genotypes and determined the percentage 

relative to the total number of all surviving animals. The percentage of homozygous 

smash
35

 flies not expressing the GFP-Smash construct (2) were divided by 2 to allow 

comparison to the percentage of potentially rescued homozygous smash
35

 flies (1). If the 

percentage of animals with genotype 1 was significantly higher than the percentage of 

animals with genotype 2 divided by 2, this was scored as rescue of the semilethality of 

smash
35 

animals. Normal distribution was controlled using the Shapiro–Wilk test. P-values 

were calculated using a two-sided paired t test.  

2.2.1.6 Generation of germline clones 

Germline clones were created using the FLP/FRT system (Chou & Perrimon 1992; Chou & 

Perrimon 1996) and the female sterile ovo
D1

 allele (Mével-Ninio et al. 1996). Via this 

method it is possible to exclude the maternal component through the generation of a 

homozygous mutant germ line in otherwise heterozygous mutant flies. The FLP/FRT sys-

tem allows recombination between alleles containing the FRT sites thus enabling the 

generation of homozygous mutant flies. This catalytic reaction is mediated by the flip-

pase, whose enzymatic activity is controlled by a heatshock promoter that is induced at 

37 °C. Due to the female sterile ovo
D1

 allele, only egg chambers that are homozygous mu-

tant for the desired allele are able to develop. Upon heat shocking L2 larvae of the geno-

type hsFLP;; FRT82Bcno
R2

/FRT82Bovo
D1

 for 3 h at 37°C, mitotic recombination between 

FRT sites was induced, catalyzed by the heat shock flippase (hsFLP) on the first chromo-

some. The crossing  was set up according to the following scheme: 
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                                                             heat shock 

 

2.2.2 Molecular Biology Methods 

2.2.2.1 Polymerase Chain Reaction 

For amplification of desired coding sequences using the appropriate primer sequences, 

the proofreading polymerase Phusion® High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB) was used. 

Amplification of the constructs was performed with the following PCR-program:  

 

Time Temperature [°C] Purpose  

30 sec 95 Initial denaturation  

15 sec 95 denaturation  

15 sec primer specific annealing  34 cycles 

1 min 68 elongation  

5 min 68 final elongation  

 

The annealing temperature was selected based on the primer specific melting tempera-

ture, while the elongation time depended on the length of the desired DNA fragment. 

PCR products were confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis. 

2.2.2.2 Gel electrophoresis 

Agarose gel electrophoresis was performed to analyse amplified DNA fragments based on 

their size. DNA molecules are separated by the fact that negatively charged DNA migrates 

towards the cathode in an electric field (Schwartz & Cantor 1984). 

The gels used as matrix contained 1x TAE buffer supplemented with 1 % agarose. Before 

loading the DNA samples into the gel, they were supplemented with HDGreen Plus (Intas) 
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to stain DNA. For distinction of fragment size, GeneRuler 1kB DNA ladder (Fermentas) 

was loaded to a separate pocket. DNA molecules were separated for 30 minutes at 100 V. 

 

 

TAE-Puffer (50x): 2M Tris base 

 50 mM EDTA pH 8,0 

 1M acetic acid 

 

2.2.2.3 DNA extraction from Agarose gels 

After separating DNA molecules via gel electrophoresis the band of the desired size was 

cut out. DNA was extracted using NucleoSpin Extract II Kit (Macherey-Nagel). 

2.2.2.4 Gateway cloning 

The full length coding sequences of desired genes were PCR-amplified from follow-

ing clones, which were purchased from the Drosophila Genomics Resource Center 

are listed in the following table. 

Table 2-8: cDNA clones used in this work 

cDNA clone gene  

LD15203 rok 

LD14743 sqh 

LD13775 shroom 

RH14719 moesin 

 

For respective primer sequences refer to Table 2-7. PCR-amplified coding sequences were 

cloned into the pENTR vector using the pENTR Directional (SD/D-) TOPO Cloning kit (Invi-

trogen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. N-terminally HA-/Myc-tagged con-

structs were generated by LR-recombination using the Gateway LR Clonase Enzyme Mix 

(Invitrogen) of the respective pENTR vector and the appropriate Gateway destination 

vectors: pAHW and pAMW (Drosophila Genomics Resource Center, see Table 2-6). 
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2.2.2.5 Transformation in Escherichia coli 

For the transformation of chemically competent Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells, about 100 

ng of desired plasmid DNA was added to 50 µl competent cells (XL-1 blue or One Shot®). 

After an incubation time of 5 minutes on ice, the cells were heat-shocked at 42°C for 45 

seconds. Afterwards, the tubes were immediately transferred back on ice and incubated 

for another 2 minutes. 250 µl prewarmed (RT) LB-medium was added to the cells and the 

mixtures were incubated at 37 °C for 1h while shaking. Finally, about 80 µl of the bacteri-

al culture was spread on a prewarmed selective agar plate and incubated overnight be-

fore colonies were screened. 

 

 

LB-Medium: 1% Trypton 

 0,5% yeast extract 

 1%NaCl 

 

LB-Agar plates: LB-Medium 

 1% Agar-Agar 

 100μg/ml Ampicillin or 50μg/ml Kanamycin 

 

Agar plates for selection of bacteria with antibiotic resistance. Autoclave directly after 

adding water. Cool down until hand warm (50 °C) and add antibiotics in the required con-

centration. Pour into petridishes and store lid down at 4 °C. 

 

2.2.2.6 Plasmid purification 

The preparation of plasmid DNA was performed via mini-preparation for smaller amounts 

or via midi-preparation for bigger amounts of DNA required. Midi-preparation was done 

following the manufacturer’s instructions of the Nucleobond AX Kit (Macheray-Nagel). 

For mini-preparation 1.5 ml of an overnight culture were centrifuged (13000 rpm, 1 min) 

and the obtained pellet resuspended in 150 µl buffer S1 (50mM Tris pH 8.0, 10mM EDTA, 

100 µg RNAse A per ml). Another 150 µl of buffer S2 20mM NaOH, 1% SDS) were added 
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and the reaction was inverted 5 times with following 5 minutes incubation time at RT. 

Subsequently, 150 µl buffer S3 (3.0M KAc pH 5.5) were added and the tubes were invert-

ed 5 times. After centrifuging the reaction 20 minutes at 13000 rpm, the supernatant was 

transferred into a new tube and precipitated with 400 µl isopropanol. After centrifuga-

tion of 30 minutes at 13000 rpm, the supernatant was discarded and the pellet was 

washed with ice-cold 70% ethanol. The air-dried pellet was resuspended in distilled wa-

ter. 

 

Buffer S1: 50mM Tris pH 8.0 

 10mM EDTA 

 100μg RNAse A/ml 

 

Buffer S2: 20mM NaOH 

 1% SDS 

 

Buffer S3: 3M KAc pH 5.5 

 

2.2.3 Biochemical Methods 

2.2.3.1 Embryonic protein extraction 

Flies were kept in cages to allow to them to lay their eggs on apple juice agar plates over-

night. Embryos were collected, washed with dH2O, dechorionated with sodium hypo-

chlorid for 4 min and transferred into a microtube. 200 μl lysis buffer containing protein-

ase inhibitors was added and embryos were homogenized using a biovortexer.  

The lysate was incubated on ice for 20 min and centrifuged at 14.000 rpm for 10 min at 

4°C. The supernatant was transferred into a new microtube and protein concentration 

was determined. If protein lysates were not used directly, they were stored at -20°C. 

 

Lysis buffer: 150mM NaCl 

 50mM Tris pH 8.0 

 1% Triton X-100 
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Proteinase Inhibitors:  

2 µg of the following Proteinase inhibitors were added to the lysis buffer. 

Aprotinin  

Leupeptin  

Pepstatin A  

Pefabloc SC  

2.2.3.2 Protein lysate from S2 cells 

Cells were harvested and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min.  Supernatant was discarded 

and the obtained pellet was resuspended in 300 µl lysis buffer with proteinase inhibitors 

(1:500). The cell lysate was transferred to a new microtube and incubated on ice for 20 

min. After centrifugation at 14000 rpm at 4°C for 10 min the supernatant was again trans-

ferred into a new microtube and the protein concentration was determined. 

2.2.3.3 Determination of Protein concentration 

The concentration of proteins was determined using the Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit 

(Thermo Scientific). Therefore, a reference series was defined. The protein lysates were 

diluted 1:5 in lysis buffer. 250 µl of standards and samples were transferred to a 96 well 

plate that already contained 200 µl of BCA reagent. After incubation for 30 min at 37°C, 

the plate was cooled down to room temperature for 5 min and absorbance was meas-

ured at 562nm. 

2.2.3.4 Co-Immunoiprecipitation 

 Co-immunoprecipitation was performed from protein lysate from previously (co-) trans-

fected Drosophila S2R+ cells using GFP-Trap® beads (Chromotek). Beads were washed 

three times with TNT buffer and centrifuged for 2 min at 2500 g at 4°C. Before incubation 

with the protein lysate (1µg protein applied) for 1h at 4 °C, an input sample of 30 µl was 

taken. Afterwards, the beads were centrifuged at 2500 g and washed three times with 

TNT buffer. Subsequently, the beads were centrifuged down at 2500 g at 4°C and the su-

pernatant was discarded. The immunoprecipitated GFP-tagged protein is coupled to the 

beads and interaction partners also remain bound to the precipitated protein. After de-
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naturation of the proteins bound to agarose beads with 15 μl of 2x SDS loading buffer, 

proteins were separated via SDS-PAGE and interaction partners could be detected by 

Western Blot. 

 

TNT buffer:   50mM Tris-HCl pH 8,0 

 150mM NaCl 

 1% Triton-X 

 

2.2.3.5 SDS PAGE 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) is a technique to 

separate proteins based on their molecular weight. SDS binds to the proteins to achieve a 

negative charge of all proteins. In an electric field, these proteins migrate towards the 

positively charged cathode with different mobility, depending on their size. In the SDS-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis this migration happens in a gel containing polyacryla-

mide, whereas the density of the gel can be controlled by the amount of acrylamide. In 

this polyacrylamide mesh smaller proteins migrate faster while larger proteins migrate 

slower.  
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SDS PAGE 

Component for 7,5% for 10% for 12,5% 

30% Acrylamide 1.9 ml 2.5 ml 3.1 ml 

1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.8 2.8 ml 2.8 ml 2.8 ml 

20% SDS 38 µl 38 µl 38 µl 

dH2O 2.7 ml 2.1 ml 1.5 ml 

10% APS 30 µl 30 µl 30 µl 

TEMED 8 µl 8 µl 8 µl 

 

Stacking gel 

Component Amount 

30% Acrylamide  310 µl 

1 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8 235 µl 

20% SDS 10 µl 

dH2O 1.3 µl 

10% APS 10 µl 

TEMED 5 µl 

 

Gels were placed into BioRad Mini Protean III electrophoresis chamber containing 1x SDS 

running buffer. The protein samples and a protein ruler for size determination were load-

ed into the gel pockets and the gel was run at 200V for 1h. 

 

1x SDS running buffer:   192mM Glycin 

 25mM Tris 

 0,1% SDS 
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2X SDS loading dye:         125mM Tris-HCl pH 6,8 

 3mM EDTA 

 0,05% Bromphenolblue 

 10% β-Mercaptoethanol 

 5% SDS 

20% Glycerol 

 

2.2.3.6 Western Blot    

In a Western Blot proteins that are separated via SDS PAGE are transferred to a nitrocel-

lulose membrane and can be detected by specific antibodies. The horizontal transfer of 

the proteins occurs in transfer buffer via the BioRad system at 100V at 4°C for 1h. The 

proteins, which are negatively charged due to the SDS, run towards the nitrocellulose 

membrane, which is placed on the positively charged cathode side of the blot. The trans-

fer was confirmed with Ponceau staining of the nitrocellulose membrane. 

Subsequently, the membrane was blocked for 30 min with Western blot blocking buffer 

to prevent unspecific binding of the antibodies. Afterwards, the membrane was incubat-

ed overnight at 4 °C with the primary antibody in Western blot blocking buffer in a sealed 

plastic bag while shaking. 

The membrane was washed three times for 10 min with TBST while shaking. The second-

ary HRP-conjugated antibody was diluted in Western blot blocking buffer and the mem-

brane was incubated at RT for 2 h under shaking. After washing the membrane three 

times for 10 min with TBST, protein detection was performed using a chemiluminescence 

substrate (BM Chemiluminescene Blotting Substrate (POD), Boehringer/Roche Diagnos-

tics). Detection of the signal was performed using the ChemoCamImager by Intas Science 

Imaging. For reprobing, the primary and secondary antibodies were removed from the 

membrane using a stripping buffer. Therefor the western blot membrane was incubated 

with 10 ml of fresh stripping buffer while shaking. Afterwards, the membrane was 

washed two times with PBS for 10 min and two times with TBST for 5 min. The mem-

brane was blocked with Western blot blocking buffer and the procedure continued like 

described above.  
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Transfer buffer:         25mM Tris 

 192mM Glycin 

 20% MeOH 

 

TBST:         20mM Tris pH 8.0 

 150mM NaCl 

 0,2% Tween-20 

 

Blocking buffer: 3% Skim Milk Powder 

 1% BSA in TBST 

 

 

 

Stripping buffer: 200mM Glycin 

 0,1% SDS 

 1% Tween20  

pH 2,2 

2.2.4 Histology 

2.2.4.1 Formaldehyde fixation of embryos 

Flies of the desired genotype were kept in cages to allow them to deposit their eggs on 

apple agar plates over night at 25°C. Embryos were loosened from the plates with water 

using a brush and dechorionated by adding 3 ml of sodium hypochlorite for 4 min. The 

embryos were washed with water and transferred to a glass vial containing equal volume 

of heptane and fixing solution consisting of 1xPBS and 4% formaldehyde. The fixation was 

performed for 17-20min while shaking. Afterwards the fixation solution was removed and 

replaced by 3ml methanol. The embryos were vigorously shaken to remove the vitelline 

membrane and sank down to the glass vial bottom. Embryos were transferred into 1,5ml 

microtubes and washed three times with methanol. If they were not used for Im-

munostaining immediately, they were stored in methanol at -20°C. 
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PBT: 1x PBS 

 0,1% Tween 20 

 

PBTX: 1x PBS 

 0,5% Triton X-100 

 

Mowiol: 5g Mowiol in 20ml PBS mixed 16h at RT, add 10ml Glycerin, 

mix again 16h at RT 

 

4% Formaldehyde: 110μl 37% Formaldehyde 

 890μl PBS 

 

2.2.4.2 Heat Fixation of embryos 

An overnight embryo collection was dechorionated and washed as mentioned before 

(2.2.4.1). A small bottle of 1x Triton salt solution was put on ice. 1-2ml of this solution 

was transferred to a scintillation vial, which was placed in a small beaker with water to 

heat it on a hot plate (vial cap should be 1/2 screwed on). The collected embryos were 

dropped into the vial with hot solution, which was quickly recapped and shaken once. 

Afterwards 10-15 ml of ice-cold 1x Triton solution was quickly added and the vial was 

kept on ice for 1min. The vial was removed with tweezers, the solution was poured off 

and replaced by heptane and methanol to remove the vitelline membrane by shaking. 

The embryos were incubated in methanol for at least 1h and stored at -20°C in methanol, 

unless they were used for Immunostaining immediately. 

 

 

Triton salt solution: 3% Triton-X 

 0,6 M NaCl  
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2.2.4.3 Immunostaining 

The embryos or tissues were washed three times for 10 min in either 0,1% PBTw in case 

of embryos, or PBS with 0,2% Triton X-100 in case of other tissues. After blocking with 

blocking solution (washing buffer containing 5% Normal Horse Serum (NHS)) to prevent 

unspecific binding for 1 h, the respective primary antibody was added in blocking solution 

over night at 4°C. The embryos or tissues were washed again three times for 10 min, be-

fore the secondary fluorophor-coupled antibody diluted blocking solution was added and 

the tissue was incubated for 2h at RT while shaking. Subsequently, the tissue was washed 

once for 20 min in washing buffer containing Hoechst dye. After washing twice for 10 min 

the tissue or embryos were mounted in Mowiol.  

2.2.4.4 Analysis of planar cell polarity 

Planar polarity was analyzed by measuring the mean intensity of AP cell edges (60°–90°) 

relative to the AP axis) and the mean intensity of D/V cell edges (0°–25° relative to the 

A/P axis) at embryonic stage 8. Using ImageJ software (Schneider et al. 2012), the mean 

pixel intensity and orientation for each junction were analyzed. In each image, intensities 

were determined by 20 randomly chosen user-drawn lines for both edges parallel and 

perpendicular to the AP axis. A representative number of images was quantified for each 

experiment (n = 4 embryos for WT; n = 6 embryos for mutant). A mean value was ob-

tained for each embryo. P-values were calculated using a two-sided unpaired t test. 

2.2.5 Cell Culture 

2.2.5.1 Cultivation of S2 cells 

Schneider S2 or S2R+ cells, an immortalized culture of Drosophila embryonic cells 

(Schneider 1972) were used for biochemical experiments. The cells were grown at 25 °C 

in Drosophila S2 medium (Life technologies) containing fetal bovine serum (FBS) and an-

tibiotics (Pen/Strep). Cells were counted using a Neubauer improved counting chamber 

and passaged twice a week. 
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S2-Medium: Schneider´s Drosophila Medium Life technologies 

 10% FBS (Fetal Bovine Serum) Life technologies 

 50U/ml Penicillin, 50μg/ml Streptomycin  

 

2.2.5.2 Transfection of S2 cells 

Transfection of Schneider S2 or S2R+ cells was performed using the FuGENE® HD trans-

fection reagent (Promega). The transfection reagent was preincubated with 1 µg of the 

desired DNA for each sample for 15 min. The mixture was transferred to two wells con-

taining 1-5x10
6
 cells each and incubated for 72h at 25°C before the cells were harvested. 

2.2.6 Imaging 

2.2.6.1 Electron Microscopy 

Embryos were fixed like described before (2.2.4.1). After washing with methanol, the 

embryos were washed with PBS several times. Dehydration of the embryos was achieved 

by immersion in ethanol series (5 min each step). Afterwards they were washed twice 

with 100% acetone, before they were preinfiltrated in 1:1 acetone:tetramethylsilane  

solution (TMS) for 30 min. In the next preinfiltration step, the embryos were transferred 

into a 1:2 acetone:TMS solution for another 30 min, before they were incubated in pure 

TMS for 30 min. Subsequently, some of the TMS was removed and replaced by fresh 

TMS. The microtubes were put under the hood to allow the embryos to air dry. For imag-

ing the embryos were transferred to plates and sputtered with gold particles. 

2.2.6.2 Laser Ablation 

Immobilization of early L3 larvae was performed as described (Kakanj et al. 2016). The 

larvae had the genotype endo:DE-Cad-GFP, sqh::Sqh-mCherry or endo::DE-Cad-GFP, 

sqh::Sqh-mCherry; smash
35

/smash
35

. Only the 488nm channel was imaged. Laser ablation 

of cell bonds was performed on an inverted spinning disk confocal microscope (Ultra- 

View VoX [PerkinElmer] or Inverse TiE [Nikon]) with a 60×/1.2 NA water-immersion objec-

tive equipped with 355-nm pulsed ultraviolet laser (DPSL-355/14; Rapp OptoElectronic, 

14-mW meanpower, 70-μJ per pulse). Laser ablation was induced at the plane of the AJs 
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in the dorsal midline of abdominal segment A3, A4, or A5 with laser power of 0.25 μJ 

pulsed energy (measured after the objective). Laser ablation was conducted during time-

lapse imaging. Larvae were imaged at ∼25°C on a spinning disk confocal microscope (Ul-

tra-View VoX or Inverse TiE) with a single plan 60×/1.2 NA water-immersion objective and 

an attached CCD camera (C9100-50 CamLink; 1,000 × 1,000 pixels) controlled by Volocity 

software v.6.3. Images were taken every 0.5 s for 2–3 min, started ∼2 min before abla-

tion, and finished ∼5 min after ablation. Images were processed using Fiji (National Insti-

tutes of Health). To analyze the vertex displacements of ablated cell bonds, the vertex 

distance increase from different ablation experiments were averaged in four time inter-

vals of 20 s. First measurement point was defined as time of ablation. Standard errors 

were determined. 

2.2.7 Statistical analysis 

For statistical analysis Excel (Microsoft office package 2010) was used. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Loss of maternal and zygotic smash leads to severe mor-

phogenetic defects 

In Beati et al. (2018) two deletion alleles were generated. The allele smash
35

 lacks the 

whole coding region of smash, while in the allele smash
4.1

 a portion of the 3´-coding re-

gion including the LIM-PBM module is removed. 

In order to study the function of the LIM domain protein Smash, maternal and zygotic 

mutants were generated (smash
35m/z

). Embryos of this genotype were stained for Baz and 

DAPI and visualized via confocal microscopy. The majority (68%) of smash
35m/z

 embryos 

showed severe defects in morphogenesis reflected by uncoordinated furrows and invagi-

nations. During gastrulation, many exhibited an incorrectly formed ventral or cephalic 

furrow, whereas ectopic furrows were formed in unpredicted positions. In later devel-

opmental stages completely irregular shaped bodies were observed, as they were twisted 

or segmentation did not occur properly. Furthermore, tubular organs like fore- and hind-

gut, salivary glands or the tracheal tree were not formed correctly. These results were 

confirmed via scanning electron microscopy on smash
35m/z

 and wild type embryos (Figure 

13). Embryos of the genotype smash
35

/smash
4.1

 showed very similar phenotypes. Figure 

14 shows two embryos at stage 7 and stage 13 with typical morphogenetic defects upon 

the loss of smash in contrast to control wild type embryos. 

 

 

Figure 13: Scanning EM of smash
35m/z

 and wild type embryos at stage 13. smash
35m/z

 mutant em-

bryo shows extremely irregular shape and surface structure in contrast to the wild type control. Bars: 

100µm. 
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Figure 14A: Embryos lacking maternal and zygotic smash show severe defects in morphogenesis. (A) smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos at stage 7 stained for Baz 

and DAPI in comparison to (A´) wild type control. Five optical sections of the same embryo are shown. The upper panel shows the most superficial section, followed by 

deeper sections showing the inside organs of the embryo. The smash
35m/z

 mutant embryo failed to form the cephalic furrow (cf) and a correct amnioproctodeal invagi-

nation (api; arrow panel 4). It shows a deep ectopic furrow in the middle of the embryo (arrows panel 1 and 2). Bars: 100 µm.  
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Figure 14B: Embryos lacking maternal and zygotic smash show severe defects in morphogenesis. (B) smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos at stage 13 stained for Baz 

and DAPI in comparison to (B´) wild type control. Five optical sections of the same embryo are shown. The upper panel shows the most superficial section, followed by 

deeper sections showing the inside organs of the embryo.
 
 The smash

35m/z
 mutant embryo exhibits an extremely irregular shape with random clefts in its surface. Seg-

mental furrows (sf) are formed irregularly in their shape and depth. Inner organs like hindgut (hg), tracheae (tr), salivary glands (sg) and malpighian tubules (mt) show 

extreme defects in morphogenesis. The yolk covered by the amnioserosa (as) bulges out of the dorsal side of the embryo. Bars: 100 µm. 
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3.2 Rescue of semilethality of smash mutant animals 

Despite this strong phenotype appearing in 68% of smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos (shown in 

3.1), occasionally escaper flies hatched, which completed embryogenesis and developed 

into viable, fertile adults. However, the fitness of these animals was strongly reduced, as 

they were weak and short-lived. Former lethality studies showed that only 41,7% of ho-

mozygous smash
35

 mutant animals of the F1 generation eclosed as adults, while this 

number dropped to 25% in the F2 generation (Beati et al. 2018), pointing to a strong ma-

ternal effect.        

To confirm that this semilethality is indeed a result of the loss of smash and not due to a 

second site hit on the smash
35

 chromosome, rescue experiments were conducted.  

For this purpose Smash-GFP constructs, including the three full length isoforms and sev-

eral deletion constructs, were expressed in smash mutant background via the Gal4-UAS 

system using the ubiquitous driver actin5C::Gal4. Semilethality was fully rescued by the 

ubiquitous expression of full length GFP-Smash PM, as well as by the overexpression of 

the shorter isoform PI. The third isoform Smash PJ, which lacks the LIM-PBM module, was 

not able to raise the hatching rate significantly, which underlines the importance of these 

two domains (Figure 16A). Semilethality of smash
35

 mutants was also rescued by chromo-

somal insertion of bacterial artificial chromosome CH321-21P3, which carries the whole 

genomic locus of smash (Figure 15) 
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Figure 15: Bacterial artificial chromosome CH321-21P3 rescues semilethality of smash
35

 mu-

tants. Grey bars: mean percentage of smash
35

 animals ± SEM. Green bars: mean percentage of animals 

carrying BAC CH321-21P3 ± SEM. Rescue was achieved when the eclosion rate of smash
35

 homozygous 

mutant adults expressing BAC CH321-21P3 achieved 100% of the expected value. smash
35

: n=490; BAC 

CH321-21P3: n=426. (***: p < 0,001; **: p < 0.01; *: p < 0.05; ns: not significant). n= x flies in 3 repeats of 

crossing. 

 

To investigate which protein domains are functionally required, a structure-function 

analysis was conducted, using several transgenic fly lines carrying different deletion con-

structs of GFP- Smash PI (Figure 16B). A version of Smash PI lacking the N-terminal part of 

Smash and just expressing the C-terminus containing the LIM-PBM module was able to 

rescue the semilethality of smash
35

, whereas a construct just carrying the N-terminus 

failed to rescue. Deletion constructs lacking only the LIM domain or just the PDZ binding 

motif both rescued, demonstrating none of these domains alone are essential. Finally, as 

described before Smash is bound and phosphorylated by Src42A. To test the functional 

importance of Smash phosphorylation, a construct in which six potential phosphorylation 

sites were mutated (GFP-Smash PI YmultiF) was expressed in smash
35

 mutant background 

in order to rescue. Indeed, even this version of GFP-Smash PI was able to rescue, meaning 
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that phosphorylation of these sites by Src42A is dispensable for the rescue of semilethali-

ty. 
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Figure 16: Overexpression of Smash PM and Smash PI rescues semilethality of smash
35

 mutant 

animals. (A) GFP-tagged isoforms Smash PM, Smash PI and Smash PJ. + or – in the column to the right 

indicates whether semilethality of smash
35

 was rescued by overexpression. (B) GFP-tagged deletion con-

structs of GFP-Smash PI. + or – in the column to the right indicates whether semilethality of smash
35

 was 

rescued. (C) Quantification of the rescue assay. Grey bars: mean percentage of animals with the respective 

genotype ± SEM. Green bars: mean percentage of animals with the respective genotype divided by 2 ± 

SEM. The number of eclosed smash
35

 homozygous adults expressing the respective GFP-Smash construct 

under control of the ubiquitous act5C::Gal4 driver line was counted and compared with the number of 

eclosed smash
35

 homozygous mutant adults from the same cross carrying only act5C::Gal4 or the respec-

tive UAS::GFP-Smash construct as negative control. Rescue was achieved when the eclosion rate of smash
35

 

homozygous mutant adults expressing the rescue construct was significantly (p<0.05) higher than in the 

negative control (***: p < 0,001; **: p < 0.01; *: p < 0.05; ns: not significant). GFP-Smash PM: p = 0.041, n = 

663; GFP-Smash PJ: p = 0.143, n = 525; GFP-Smash PI: p = 0.014, n = 579; GFP-Smash PI ΔPBM: p = 0.045, n 
= 626; GFP-Smash PI ΔLIM: p = 0.033, n = 613; GFP-Smash PI N-term: p = 0.071, n = 875; GFP-Smash PI C-

term: p = 0.009, n = 1072; GFP-Smash PI YmultiF: p = 0.021, n = 632. n= x flies in 3 repeats of crossing. 

 

3.2.1 GFP-Smash PI deletion constructs show various subcellular local-

izations 

With regard to the results of the rescue experiments and thus to further analyze the im-

portance of the distinct domains of Smash, the subcellular localization of these GFP-

Smash PI deletion constructs where characterized (Figure 17). For this purpose an amni-

oserosa specific Gal4 driver was used, whose function was confirmed by the expression 

of the transmembrane protein CD8-GFP under UAS control. As expected, GFP-Smash PI 

localizes at the apical ZA associated to the AJs, where it shows a co-localization with DE-

Cad and Armadillo. Interestingly, GFP-Smash PI ΔPBM and GFP-Smash ΔLIM showed a 

slightly different distribution. Junctional staining was still detectable, but in contrast to 

full length GFP-Smash PI a clear detachment from cell-cell borders was noticeable. This 

phenotype was stronger in case of the deletion construct lacking the LIM domain. GFP-

Smash N-term, which was not able to rescue semilethality of smash
35

 mutants, encodes 
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for the N-terminal part only and thus misses the entire C-terminus containing the LIM-

PBM unit. This construct completely lost its AJ-association and showed an evenly cyto-

plasmic distribution, pointing to the importance of the junctional attachment of Smash 

for proper functionality. Surprisingly GFP-Smash PI C-term, which in fact was able to res-

cue semilethality, also showed a clear detachment from the junctions and was detectable 

in the cytoplasm. 

 

 

Figure 17: GFP-Smash PI deletion constructs show different subcellular localizations. Embryonic 

amnioserosa cells expressing GFP-Smash PI deletion constructs stained for GFP, DE-Cadherin and Armadillo. 

DNA was stained with Hoechst. GFP-Smash PI full length localizes to AJs; GFP-Smash PI ∆PBM showed slight 
cytoplasmic localization, but was mainly retained at AJs; GFP-Smash PI ∆LIM was even more cytoplasmic 
distributed. GFP-Smash PI N-term and GFP-Smash PI C-term were distributed cytoplasmic; CD8-GFP was 

used as membrane marker control. Bars 20µm. 
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3.3 Cortical tension is reduced in smash mutant epidermis 

Recent studies showed that the overexpression of Smash in randomly induced clones in 

the follicular epithelium leads to apical constriction of epithelial cells (Beati et al. 2018). 

In contrast, embryos lacking maternal and zygotic smash showed irregular serpentine 

shaped junctions instead of straight, tautly ones (Figure 18). 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Junctions show serpentine shaped phenotype upon the loss of smash. Immunostaining 

for Baz in wild type and smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos stage 8. Due to the loss of smash, junctions are not 

straight anymore, pointing to a loss of tension. Anterior is to the left and dorsal is up. Bars 10µm. 
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Since the process of apical constriction is accompanied by a gain of tension in those cells, 

it seems likely that the loose and slack junction phenotype in the smash mutant is due to 

a loss of cell bond tension. To confirm this hypothesis, laser ablation experiments in living 

wild type and smash
35

 larvae were performed. To validate that larval (L3) epidermal cells 

are an appropriate cell type to study Smash, the expression of Smash in the epidermis of 

wild type L3 larvae was examined via Immunostaining (Figure 19A). During laser ablation, 

the cortical actin belt of those cells was cut by a pulsed UV laser in the region of the ZA, 

marked by DE-Cad-GFP. The displacement of opposing cell vertices was followed over 

time by live imaging, whereby a higher vertex displacement speed correlates with higher 

cell bond tension (Landsberg et al. 2009). 

In wild type situation, cell vertices were moving faster compared to smash mutant larvae 

(Figure 19B). This observation was quantified by analyzing the average vertex distance 

increase from different ablation experiments in four time intervals of 20s, while the first 

measurement was the time of ablation. A significant reduction of the vertex displace-

ment speed and amplitude in smash
35

 larvae was determined, indicating that indeed the 

loss of smash leads to a reduction of cell bond tension (Figure 19C).  
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Figure 19: Cell bond tension is reduced upon loss of smash function. (A) L3 wild type larvae stained 

for Smash and Hoechst to confirm Smash expression in larval epidermis. (B) Live imaging of laser ablation of 

single cell bonds in the epidermis of smash
35

 and control third instar larvae. The ZA was marked with DE-

cad-GFP. The time (seconds) relative to the time point of laser ablation (0) is given in each panel. The dis-

tance (double-headed cyan arrows) between vertices (cyan dots) of the ablated cell bond was measured 

over time. (C) Quantification of vertex distance increase over time in wild type and smash
35

 larvae. Mean 

vertex displacement amplitude ± SEM: wild type (20 s) 0.896 ± 0.462 µm, smash
35

 (20 s) 0.346 ± 0.353 µm; 

*, p = 0.0279; wild type (40 s) 1.297 ± 0.352 µm, smash
35

 (40 s) 0.485 ± 0.055 µm; ***, p = 5.998 × 10−5; 
wild type (60 s) 1.729 ± 0.490 µm, smash

35
 (60 s) 0.649 ± 0.182 µm; ***, p = 0.00014; mean vertex dis-

placement speed ± SEM in first 60 s: wild type 0.029 ± 0.007 µm/s, smash
35

 0.011 ± 0.003 µm/s; ***, p = 

0.00014. p-values were determined using the two-sided unpaired t test. n = 7 representative videos were 

analyzed for each genotype. Bars 20µm.  
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3.4 Subcellular localization of Smash within the actomyosin 

network 

In Drosophila embryos, Smash is detectable from stage 5 onwards in all ectodermally de-

rived epithelia, including the epidermis, the fore- and hindgut, amnioserosa, malpighian 

tubules and the tracheal tree. Smash expression was also found in the somatic body wall 

muscles, the pharynx muscles and the visceral muscles surrounding the midgut (Beati et 

al. 2018). In the somatic musculature, Smash was strongly enriched at the cell-cell con-

tact sides between the epidermal tendon cells and the muscle fibers, called myotendi-

nous junctions. Here a strong co-localization with -Actinin and β-PS Integrin could be 

detected (Figure 20). 

 

 

Figure 20: Smash is enriched at myotendinous junctions. Immunostaining of a stage 16 embryo. 

Smash accumulates at myotendinous junctions where it colocalizes with α-Actinin and β-Integrin. Bars 

20µm. 
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On the subcellular level, Smash localizes at the apical ZA in the region of the AJs together 

with Baz, Rok and Sqh, the Drosophila myosin light chain. These proteins are not only 

restricted to the apical part of the cells, they also show a polarization within a plane. Baz 

shows an enrichment at AJs present in the dorsal/ventral (D/V) axis (Simões et al. 2010), 

while Venus-Rok and Sqh-mCherry localize to junctions positioned in the anteri-

or/posterior (A/P) axis. Smash was also found planar polarized in the embryonic epider-

mis during germband extension as it shows a significant enrichment at A/P cell borders, 

where it co-localizes with Venus-Rok, Sqh-mCherry and also Cno (Figure 21).  
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Figure 21: Smash is planar polarized in embryonic epidermis. (A)-(D) Smash is planar polarized and 

enriched at A/P junctions. Embryos at stage 8 were stained for Smash and Baz. For analysis of the subcellu-

lar localization of Sqh, Sqh-GFP fly line was used. Some A/P junctions are marked by red arrowheads and 

some D/V junctions are marked by green arrowheads. (A´-D´) Higher magnifications of grey boxes in (A)-(D). 

(E) Quantification of PCP of Smash, Sqh, and Baz in stage 8 embryonic. n = 200 cell contacts analyzed for 

each protein. Bars 20 µm. 
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3.4.1 Planar cell polarity is reduced or lost in smash mutant embryos 

In order to study the loss-of-function phenotype in smash
35m/z

 mutants on the cellular 

level, the distribution of several cortical junction-associated proteins that show a planar 

polarization were examined in the wild type and smash
35m/z

 mutant embryonic epidermis. 

Although apical-basal polarity of Baz seemed to be unaffected in smash
35m/z

 mutant em-

bryos, planar polarity was abolished. Instead of being enriched at junctions in the D/V 

axis as in wild type embryos, Baz showed a slight enrichment at the A/P junctions, indicat-

ing that Smash is required for preventing Baz-recruitment to the A/P edges. The distribu-

tion of Venus-Rok seemed to be unaffected in smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos and remained 

in its A/P enriched localization. However, Sqh-mCherry and Cno, which also show an ac-

cumulation at the A/P cell borders in wild type situation, lost their planar polarization 

upon the loss of smash, as they were evenly distributed at both A/P and D/V junctions in 

the smash
35m/z

 mutant (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22: Planar cell polarity is abolished in smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos. (A)-(A´´´) smash
35m/z

 

mutant (lower panel) or wild type (upper panel) stage 8 embryos were stained for Baz and Cno. Analysis of 

Sqh and Rok localization was conducted using Sqh-mcherry and Venus-Rok fly lines crossed in smash
35m/z

 

mutant background. Exemplary A/P junctions are marked by red arrows and D/V junctions are marked by 

green arrows. Higher magnification of grey boxes in respective lower panels. (B) Quantification of planar 

polarization of Baz, Cno, Sqh, and Rok in stage 8 embryos (***: p < 0,001; **: p < 0.01; *: p < 0.05; ns: not 

significant). For Baz, n = 160 cell contacts analyzed per genotype; for all other proteins, n = 200 cell contacts 

analyzed per genotype. Bars 20µm. 

 

3.5 Smash associates with multiple actomyosin components 

at the ZA  

In order to unravel the molecular mechanism of how smash regulates the actin-myosin 

network at the ZA and thus epithelial morphogenesis, the genetic interaction with known 

regulators of actomyosin contractility was studied. In further experiments the potential 

association of Smash with some actomyosin interactors at the protein level was investi-

gated.   
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3.5.1 Smash is lost upon the loss of Baz 

As described before, Smash co-localizes and binds to Baz at the ZA via its PDZ domains. 

However Smash and Baz do not show the identical localization, as Smash is enriched at 

junctions in the A/P axis, while Baz accumulates at cell-cell contacts in the D/V axis in wild 

type situation. In order to clarify the genetic interaction between Smash and Baz, Smash 

localization in baz zygotic mutant baz
EH747

 embryos was examined. These mutant embry-

os develop normally due to the maternal load of Baz until stage 10 (Krahn et al. 2010). 

Afterwards epidermal cells lose Baz protein and herewith epithelial integrity. Figure 23 

shows that in these cells Smash localization is completely abolished. 

 

 

Figure 23: Smash is abolished in baz zygotic mutant embryos. Epidermis of stage 11 baz
EH747

 mutant 

embryos stained for Smash, Baz and DAPI. In cells lacking Baz also Smash is lost at the ZA. Bars 10 µm.   

 

3.5.2   Loss of canoe leads to defects in Smash localization 

Smash has been shown to bind the ZA-associated actin-binding protein Canoe via its PDZ 

binding motif (Beati et al. 2018). Loss of Canoe disrupts junctional dynamics and leads to 

cellular defects, as Canoe links AJs to the cytoskeleton through its actin and echinoid 
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binding domain (Sawyer et al. 2009). According to the assumption that these two pro-

teins may act together in a molecular network involved in regulation of planar cell polari-

ty and actomyosin dependent contractility, Smash localization upon the loss of Canoe 

was investigated. To this aim germline clones lacking maternal and zygotic canoe (cno
R2 

M/Z
) were generated. Planar polarity of Smash was affected due to the complete removal 

of Canoe. Uniform association along the junctions with enrichment in the A/P axis was 

lost, as Smash seemed to be scattered along the plasma membrane in a dotted pattern, 

in contrast to wild type control (Figure 24). 
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Figure 24: Smash localization is effected upon loss of Cno. (A) Immunohistochemistry of embryos 

lacking maternal and zygotic Cnoe and wild type embryos stage 8 stained for Smash, DE-Cad and Canoe. 

Smash appears in a dotted pattern. (A´) Higher magnification of grey boxes in (A). Bars 20 µm.  

 

3.5.3 Phosphorylation of Myosin II is affected in smash mutant embryos 

One of the primary roles defined for Rok is the regulation of actin-myosin cytoskeletal 

organization by phosphorylating Sqh, the Drosophila myosin II regulatory light chain. 

Phosphorylated myosin II regulatory light chain promotes actomyosin contractility by 

activating myosin ATPase, thus enabling its interaction with F-actin to generate a contrac-

tile force (Julian & Olson 2014). Rok has also been shown to be required for planar polari-

zation of Baz, as it destabilizes Baz at A/P junctions by specific phosphorylation (Simões et 

al. 2010). Rok is planar polarized itself, as it is enriched at A/P junctions, where it shows a 

co-localization with Smash. This distribution was unaffected upon the loss of Smash 

(Figure 22). In order to study, whether Smash is mediating tension by intervening in 

phosphorylation of Myosin II, smash
35m/z

 and wild type embryos at stage 8 were stained 

using an anti-phospho Myosin (p-Myosin) antibody. Figure 25 shows that indeed in 

smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos less activated junctional Myosin was detected, while DE-Cad 
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staining showed an unaffected junctional localization. This result supports the hypothesis 

that Smash regulates epithelial morphogenesis in a Myosin II dependent manner.  

 

 

 

Figure 25: Phosphorylation of Myosin II is downregulated in smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos. 

smash
35m/z

 and wild type embryos stage 8 stained for Smash,  DE-Cad and p-Myosin. Junctional staining is 

reduced in smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos. (A´) Higher magnification of grey boxes in (A). Bars 20µm.   
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3.5.4 Smash binds to Rok, Shrm and Moe in vitro 

To analyze whether Smash interacts with Rok on the protein level, full length GFP-Smash 

PM was co-transfected with a myc-tagged version of Rok in S2 cells. GFP-Smash PM was 

pulled down by co-IP followed by western blot using an anti-myc antibody. A clear signal 

in the size of Rok (156,5 kDa) was detectable, while no or just a weak band was observed 

in the lanes, in which Rok was co-transfected with control CD8-GFP (49,5 kDa) (Figure 26). 

This confirmed that Smash indeed binds to Rok on the protein level. These results give 

more insight in the mechanism of how epithelial cell contractility is established and main-

tained, whereby Smash seems to play a key role as possible cofactor, potentially provid-

ing substrate specificity towards sqh (Myosin II) or as phosphorylation target itself.  

To further investigate the presumption that Smash may act as an adapter protein be-

tween Rok and Sqh, additional co-IP experiments were conducted. After pulling down 

GFP-Smash PM, in most experiments no band of myc-Sqh at the predicted size of 25,8 

kDa was observed in western blot analysis (Figure 26). Thereby no direct interaction in 

cell culture between Smash and Sqh was confirmed. However, in some experiments a 

slight signal could be detected in the size of myc-Sqh after pulling down Smash-GFP. This 

result was not reproducible in all repeats. 
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Figure 26: Smash binds to Rok, Shrm and Moe in vitro. S2 cells were co-transfected with GFP-Smash 

PI and the respective myc-tagged protein. GFP- was pulled down and potential binding was confirmed using 

an anti-myc antibody. A clear signal could be detected in case of Rok, Shroom and Moesin. 

 

The conserved actin-binding protein Shroom shares several similarities with Smash, as it 

induces apical constriction upon overexpression in Drosophila and vertebrate cells. Also 

the expression pattern and subcellular localization of Shroom and Smash are almost iden-

tical, since both localize at the apical region at the ZA in a planar polarized fashion 

(Hildebrand & Soriano 1999; Haigo et al. 2003; Bolinger et al. 2010; De Matos Simões et 

al. 2014). To investigate a possible interaction of Shroom and Smash, co-IP experiments 

with subsequent western blot analysis were performed. S2 whole cell lysate from S2 cells 

co-transfected with GFP-Smash PM and myc-tagged Shroom was used. GFP-Smash PM 

was pulled down by co-IP and anti-myc antibody was used to detect a potential binding 

of myc-Shroom at the size of 179,5 kDa. An obvious protein interaction could be detected 

(Figure 26), so it seems likely, that these two proteins may act together in the same 

pathway. 

Another candidate which has been tested for interacting with Smash is the actin binding 

protein Moesin (Moe). Moe belongs to the ERM family, which consists of three closely 

related proteins, ezrin, radixin, and moesin that are thought to act as cross-linkers be-
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tween plasma membranes and the actin cytoskeleton (Tsukita et al. 1997). Here, also an 

intense signal corresponding to the size of myc-Moe protein (69,9 kDa) could be detect-

ed. These interactions on the protein level point to a close relation of Smash to a mecha-

nism regulating the actomyosin network.  

 

3.6 Interaction of Smash and Src42A 

Smash is a binding partner and a phosphorylation target in vitro and in vivo of the well-

known regulator of cell-cell adhesion and morphogenesis Src42A (Tateno et al. 2000; 

Förster & Luschnig 2012; Nelson et al. 2012; Beati et al. 2018) To analyze this relationship 

in more detail, further experiments regarding to structure-function correlation and sub-

cellular distribution were performed. 

3.6.1 Phosphorylation of Smash by Src42A is independent of its inter-

action as binding partners 

Interestingly, Src42A phosphorylates the smallest isoform GFP-Smash PJ to only a very 

low extent. Since Smash-PJ is lacking the LIM-PBM module, this result points to an im-

portant function of these domains mediating the interaction between Smash and Src42A 

(Beati et al. 2018). To test if the phosphorylation is dependent on the direct interaction 

and if Src42A actually also binds to Smash PJ, co-IP experiments were performed. An HA-

tagged version of Src42A (63,5 kDa) was co-expressed with full length GFP-Smash PM 

(195,5 kDa), GFP-Smash PI (124,7 kDa) and GFP-Smash PJ (120,3 kDa) in S2 cells and GFP-

Smash constructs were pulled down by co-IP. In all cases, including GFP-Smash PJ, a clear 

signal corresponding to the size of Src42A-HA was detectable in a western blot using an 

anti-HA antibody (Figure 27). Phosphorylation of GFP-Smash PM and GFP-Smash PI was 

confirmed by using an anti-Phosphotyrosine antibody (PY) after stripping the membrane. 

Here, a weak signal at the size of GFP-Smash PJ was detectable compared to the other 

isoforms, meaning that phosphorylation is strongly reduced. Consequently, phosphoryla-

tion of Smash requires the LIM-PBM module, while Src42A binding to Smash is independ-

ent of the presence of this domain.  
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Figure 27: Src42A binds all isoforms of Smash. GFP-Smash was pulled down by co-IP using an anti-GFP 

antibody from transfected S2 cells and binding to Src42A-HA was confirmed using an anti-HA antibody. A 

clear signal corresponding to the size of Src42A was detected in all cases. Transfection was confirmed using 

an anti-HA antibody. Phosphorylation of GFP-Smash PM and GFP- Smash PI was confirmed by using an anti-

Phosphotyrosine (anti-PY) antibody. 

 

3.6.2 Smash contains several binding sites for Src42A 

Referring to the rescue experiments, which were performed in this work (3.2), it was 

shown that phosphorylation of Smash by Src42A is not essential to rescue the semilethal-

ity of smash
35

 mutants. In further analyses the deletion constructs of GFP-Smash PI were 

used to investigate, which region of Smash is actually mediating the linking between 

Src42A and Smash. To this aim these versions of GFP-Smash PI were co-transfected with 

myc-tagged Src42A in S2 cells. The following table presents the expected size of the re-

spective construct. 
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Table 3-1: Expected band sizes of transfected Smash and Src42A constructs based on their molecular 

weight.  

construct predicted size [kDa] 

Src42A-myc 63,5 

GFP-Smash PI 124,7 

GFP-Smash PI ΔPBM 124,3 

GFP-Smash PI ΔLIM 118,2 

GFP-Smash PI C-term 44,7 

GFP-Smash PI N-term 75,4 

CD8-GFP 49,5 

 

GFP-Smash constructs were pulled down by co-IP and binding of Src42A-myc was con-

firmed by western blot using an anti-myc antibody (Figure 28). A band corresponding to 

the size of Src42A-myc was detectable in all western blot lanes. Co-transfection of 

Src42A-myc with CD8-GFP for control resulted also in a signal with a similar intensity, 

which leads to doubt of the specificity of this binding assay. Should the observed signals 

for Src42A-myc nevertheless be specific, no specific binding domain or region of Smash 

could be identified to be responsible for the connection to Src42A. The fact that both the 

deletion construct of GFP-Smash PI just expressing the C-terminus as well as the alternate 

version just carrying the N-terminus seem to bind to Src42A, suggests that probably two 

or several binding sites exist (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28: Src42A binds to all deletion constructs of Smash PI. GFP-Smash was pulled down by co-IP 

and binding to Src42A-myc was confirmed using an anti-myc antibody. A clear signal corresponding to the 

size of Src42A was detected in all cases. Control CD8-GFP also showed a band in an comparable intensity. 
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3.6.2.1 Phosphorylation by Src42A is not exclusively determined by the LIM-

PBM module 

In 3.6.1 it was shown that the smallest isoform Smash PJ, lacking the LIM-PBM module, is 

indeed binding to Src42A, but phosphorylation is strongly reduced (Beati et al. 2018). 

Further experiments were performed to examine whether Src42A is able to phosphory-

late GFP-Smash deletion constructs. For this purpose the same membrane used for the 

binding assay in Figure 28 was stripped and a western blot using an anti-phosphotyrosine 

(PY) antibody was performed (Figure 29).  

 

 

Figure 29: Only GFP-Smash PI C-term is not phosphorylated by Src42A. GFP-Smash was pulled 

down by co-IP and phosphorylation by Src42 was confirmed using an anti-phosphotyrosine (PY) antibody. A 

clear signal corresponding to the respective size of the GFP-Smash PI deletion construct was detected ex-

cept for GFP-Smash PI C-term. 

Interestingly, a clear signal corresponding to the size of the respective deletion construct 

was detected, except for GFP-Smash PI C-term. This deletion variant just expresses the C-

terminal part of Smash, including the LIM-PBM module. In contrast, the alternate con-

struct, which just expresses the N-terminus of Smash and thus also lacks the LIM-PBM 

module was also phosphorylated by Src42A, indicating that not the LIM-PBM module 

alone is responsible for mediating phosphorylation.   
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3.6.3 Subcellular dependency of Smash and Src42A 

In the embryonic epidermis Src42A is localized along the entire plasma membrane, but 

accumulated in the apical region of the junctions. Here it forms a ternary complex with E-

cadherin and Armadillo (Takahashi 2005). 

In this apical area Src42A co-localizes with Smash (Figure 30A). In order to examine a pos-

sible influence on Src42A by Smash, subcellular distribution of Src42A in wild type situa-

tion was compared to its localization in smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos via Immunofluo-

resence. The loss of maternal and zygotic smash did not cause any detectable mislocaliza-

tion of Src42A (Figure 30A´). It was already confirmed that Src42A contributes to the pro-

cess of rosette formation during germband extension, where it localizes in a planar polar-

ized fashion in basolateral protrusions (Sun et al. 2017). Considering the possible role of 

Smash in mediating planar cell polarity, the distribution of Src42A in the apical area in 

wild type and smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos was examined via antibody staining. No con-

siderable planar polarization of Src42A in this region could be detected; also no signifi-

cant change in its localization in smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos was observed (Figure 30B). 
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Figure 30: Src42A localization is not affected upon the loss of smash. (A) Immunostaining of wild 

type and smash
35m/z

 stage 8 embryos. Smash and Src42A show a co-localization in the apical region of the 

ZA. (A´) Higher magnification of grey boxes in (A). Bars 20µm. (B) Quantification of planar cell polarity anal-

ysis ± SEM (ns: not significant). n= 200 cell contacts were analyzed, no significant mislocalization could be 

detected. 
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4 Discussion 

In developing epithelia the dynamic connection between adjacent cells allows the tissue 

to grow and change its shape. In these morphogenetic processes the regulation of the 

zonula adherens and the contractile actomyosin network is of fundamental importance. 

Several studies document the involvement of several ZA-associated proteins like Rho 

family small GTPases, Rok, Myosin II, Baz or Shroom (Amano et al. 1996; Kaibuchi et al. 

1999; Jaffe & Hall 2005; Hildebrand 2005; Nance & Zallen 2011). However, the exact 

mechanism of how epithelial integrity is maintained during processes of tissue remodel-

ing is not completely understood. In this work, a new key factor in this network called 

Smash was identified to play an essential role in order to mediate cell bond tension and 

adhesion. 

4.1 smash regulates morphogenesis and cell bond tension  

Embryos mutant for both maternal and zygotic smash showed severe defects in morpho-

genesis. Furrows were formed uncoordinatedly, segmentation did not proceed properly 

or embryos were twisted completely. After identifying Smash as a binding partner of the 

polarity regulator Baz (Beati et al. 2018), the characterization of this loss-of-function phe-

notype provided the first indications of the major importance of this so far unknown 

gene. Besides this strong phenotype, it was already shown in Beati et al. (2018) that the 

overexpression of GFP-Smash PM in randomly induced clones in the follicular epithelium 

leads to apical constriction of these cells. Apical constriction presupposes a gain of ten-

sion in the cortex of the cells. Consequently, as the gain of function is accompanied by 

the gain of tension, the question was raised whether the loss-of-function phenotype is 

due to the loss of tension in the cells. In this study it was confirmed via laser ablation ex-

periments that indeed cell bond tension was reduced in larval epidermal cells of animals 

lacking maternal and zygotic smash. On the cellular level, junctions showed a serpentine 

like phenotype, which also points to a loss of tension, since wild type junctions appear as 

straight, tight lines. Further laser ablation experiments in Smash overexpressing cells 

showing expected higher cell bond tension could substantiate these findings. Moreover, 

laser ablation experiments should be conducted not only in the larval epidermis but in 
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embryos to confirm that tension is also reduced here. In wild type situation the retraction 

velocities after ablation are higher at vertical edges than at horizontal edges during 

germband extension. This anisotropy of cortical tension at cell junctions is essential to 

drive tissue elongation (Rauzi et al. 2008; Fernandez-Gonzalez et al. 2009). It would also 

be interesting to investigate whether this planar polarized distribution of tension is af-

fected in smash
35m/z

 mutant embryos. 

4.1.1 Structure-function analysis 

Lethality tests showed that smash mutation is semilethal (Beati et al. 2018). This semi-

lethality was completely rescued by the ectopic expression of full length GFP-Smash PM 

and PI, but not by GFP-Smash PJ, which lacks the LIM domain and PDZ binding motif. This 

result confirmed that semilethality is indeed caused by the loss of smash and not by a 

second site mutation, but also underlines the functional importance of the conserved 

LIM-PBM module. Deletion versions lacking one of these domains individually were also 

able to rescue semilethality, pointing to a strong interaction or redundancy of these do-

mains. Another possible explanation would be a multiprotein complex, in which partial 

dysfunction of Smash is compensated by different members in a redundant fashion. 

Src42A is most likely one member in such a complex since Smash is a binding partner and 

a phosphorylation target of Src42A (Beati et al. 2018). However, a version of GFP-Smash 

PI mutated in six potential phosphorylation sites for Src42A rescued semilethality of 

smash
35

 mutants. This result demonstrates that phosphorylation of these residues is dis-

pensable for function of Smash regarding to semilethality. 

The vertebrate homologue of Smash, LMO7, has already been shown to be involved in 

actin-associated cytoskeleton remodeling (Ooshio et al. 2004). In order to address the 

question of functional homology, it would be interesting to test if a construct carrying the 

gene locus of LMO7 is able to rescue semilethality of smash mutants.
 

 

Smash plays a key role in mediating cell bond tension at the cortex of epithelial cells and 

therefore its recruitment to the ZA to junctions in the A/P axis appears to be essential. 

Concerning this spatially distinct subcellular localization of full length Smash, the differ-

ences in the localization of the deletion constructs were investigated. Consistent with the 
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assumption that Smash localization at cell-cell contacts is essential for functionality, a 

detachment from the junctions was observed for the fragment of Smash lacking the en-

tire C-terminus, a construct which was not able to rescue semilethality. However, this 

observation was also made for deletion versions lacking either the LIM domain or the PDZ 

binding motif, which both rescued semilethality. This mislocalization was observed to a 

weaker extent here, since some GFP-Smash staining was still detectable at AJs, which 

would support the hypothesis that Smash localization at the ZA is crucial for functionality 

and thus for the ability to rescue semilethality. However, a construct expressing just the 

C-terminus of Smash was able to rescue semilethality, but also showed a detachment 

from AJs and a cytoplasmic distribution. This observation argues against the conclusion 

that cortical localization of Smash is indispensable for the ability to rescue semilethality. 

To investigate this in more detail, the GFP-Smash variants should be expressed in the 

smash
35

 mutant background to achieve a nearly physiological level of expression. In this 

context also the effect on known binding partners of Smash like Baz, Cno, Src42A or Rok 

should be examined. Due to missing domains, e.g. the LIM-PBM module, the linkage to 

these proteins could be disturbed, explaining the disability to rescue semilethality. In case 

of overexpression of GFP-Smash C-term, the interaction with these proteins may be still 

intact, explaining the ability to rescue semilethality through compensation, although 

Smash is detached from AJs here. 

 

In further experiments the three isoforms and the generated deletion constructs should 

be investigated with respect to their ability to rescue not only semilethality but also the 

severe defects in embryonic morphogenesis. To that aim, an ubiquitous Gal4-driver, e.g. 

act5C::Gal4, should be recombined with the respective GFP-Smash isoform or deletion 

variant and crossed with a chromosome carrying a membrane marker in the smash
35 m/z 

mutant background. Live imaging of these embryos will provide more insight into the 

loss-of-function phenotype and the functional capacity of the different isoforms and con-

structs to rescue the observed severe morphogenetic defects. In this movies the localiza-

tion of GFP-Smash isoforms and deletion constructs should be investigated with respect 

to their planar polarization in order to clarify, which domains are required for PCP and if 

those contribute to rescue the strong phenotype and semilethality.  
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4.1.2 Smash as regulator of the actomyosin network 

The results of this study strongly indicate that Smash is involved in the Rok-Myosin II 

pathway. Myosin II is phosphorylated and thereby activated by Rok in order to move 

along actin filaments, so that the cell cortex is able to constrict. The inhibition of Rok re-

sults in a strong decrease of this tension in the cortex of the cell (Landsberg et al. 2009). 

Since cell bond tension and phosphorylation of Myo II is downregulated in embryos lack-

ing smash, Smash may act as an adaptor protein to provide substrate specificity towards 

Sqh, the Drosophila Myosin light chain. Co-IP experiments underline this hypothesis, 

since a direct protein-protein interaction between Rok and Smash was confirmed. Inves-

tigations of the interaction of Smash and Sqh could not confirm a binding of these pro-

teins with certainty. In some experiments a slight signal in the size of myc-Sqh after pull-

ing down Smash-GFP could be detected. However, since this was not assuredly reproduc-

ible, future experiments should clarify, if the interaction of Smash and Sqh may be indi-

rect via Rok. The co-IP experiments described in 3.5.4 have been conducted in vitro in 

transfected S2 cells. To test whether Smash may bind to Sqh in vivo or exclusively in the 

presence of Rok, co-IPs should be repeated with embryonic lysate or under conditions of 

S2 triple transfection including Smash, Rok and Sqh. Additionally, it would be interesting 

to examine, whether the interaction of Rok and Sqh is affected upon the loss of smash. 

Moreover, experiments with regard to the amount and localization of phosphorylated 

Myo II in Smash overexpressing cells could give more insight into the exact connection 

between these actomyosin network components.   

Besides Myo II, Rok is also able to phosphorylate Baz and thereby contributes to the cor-

rect distribution of Myosin II and the AJ protein Arm/β-catenin (Simões et al. 2010). In-

terestingly, Smash interacts with both Baz and Rok, again suggesting that it may function 

as a cofactor providing substrate specificity of Rok towards Baz. It is tempting to specu-

late that Smash could interact with various kinases, including Rok and Src42A, to mediate 

interaction with their substrates. Since the largest isoform Smash-PM contains two 

coiled-coil domains, it seems likely that Smash forms dimers or multimers, linking Rok 

and Baz in order mediate Baz phosphorylation and thus AJ stability. The actin- and Rok-

binding protein Shroom is required for junctional localization of Rok during axis elonga-

tion (De Matos Simões et al. 2014). Another study showed, that Shroom can act as a di-
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rect activator of Rock in MDCK cells (Zalewski et al. 2016). Smash shares various similari-

ties with Shroom, as in both cases the loss-of-function leads to semilethality, both display 

similar subcellular localization and the overexpression induces apical constriction of epi-

thelial cells. In this work a direct interaction of Smash and Shroom on the protein level 

was confirmed. These functional parallels and the fact that Smash and Shroom are bind-

ing partners indicate that both proteins may act in a common molecular pathway regulat-

ing actomyosin activity. Future investigations of the interaction of Smash and Shroom in 

vivo should unravel the relation between these similar proteins and how they are em-

bedded in the complex cytoskeleton network. 

Another substrate of Rok is presented by Moesin, which is a member of the highly con-

served Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin (ERM) proteins, providing a critical link between the plasma 

membrane and the cytoskeleton (Oshiro et al. 1998; Fukata et al. 1998; Pelaseyed & 

Bretscher 2018). ERM proteins belong to the FERM superfamily, which contain a N-

terminal FERM domain (4.1 protein, ezrin, radixin, moesin) linking cytoplasmic proteins to 

the membrane (Chishti et al. 1998). In this study it was shown that Smash is a binding 

partner of Moe, probably in a larger complex together with Rok. In in vitro studies it has 

also been shown that in MDCK cells Moe binds to the Myosin binding subunit (MBS) of 

myosin phosphatase, which is a target of the small GTPase Rho, an upstream regulator of 

Rok. Rok also phosphorylates MBS and thereby inactivates myosin phosphatase. MBS 

shows phosphatase activity towards Moe, which is phosphorylated by Rok. This activity is 

inhibited when MBS is phosphorylated by Rok itself. Consequently, Myosin phosphatase 

and Rho-kinase seem to regulate the phosphorylation state of Moe downstream of Rho 

(Fukata et al. 1998). With Smash as binding partner of Moe a possible inhibitory function 

towards MBS by enhancing Rok activity is conceivable. 

 

Smash shares some similarities with the LIM protein Ajuba, since both exhibit LIM do-

mains and show a planar polarized localization during axis elongation at junctions in the 

A/P axis. Ajuba indirectly influences Myosin activity and tension through genetic interac-

tion with Yorkie (Yki), a transcription factor regulated by the Hippo pathway (Rauskolb et 

al. 2014). The Hippo pathway is a conserved cascade regulating growth and consists of 

the core kinase kinases Warts (Wts) and Hippo (Hpo) and the adaptor proteins Salvador 

(Sav) and Mob as tumor suppressor (Mats). Yki is repressed by this complex and thereby 
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tissue growth is repressed. Activity of the Hippo pathway is regulated by various up-

stream regulators, which predominantly localize at AJs (Irvine & Harvey 2015), like Ajuba. 

Whether Smash is also involved in Hippo signaling to mediate actomyosin contractility 

and whether Ajuba and Smash interact in this context remains to be examined.   

For Ajuba a tension dependent localization during germband extension has been de-

scribed. Ajuba is recruited to junctions of increasing tension in a planar polarized fashion 

(Razzell et al. 2018). Since tension dependent behavior of epithelial cells correlates direct-

ly with Smash expression, Smash localization may also rely on factors regulating tension 

in these cells, which recruit Smash to the AJs at the A/P axis.  

The vertebrate homologue of Smash, LMO7, has already been shown to regulate cyto-

skeleton dynamics via interaction with the actin binding scaffold protein Afadin (Ooshio 

et al. 2004). In Beati et al. (2018) a direct interaction of Smash and the Drosophila Afadin 

homologue Cno via its PDZ domain was confirmed, suggesting a strong evolutionary con-

servation of the Smash/LMO7 molecular function between Drosophila and vertebrates. 

Cno plays an important role in adhesion since it links the actomyosin network with the 

core cell adhesion molecules, the Cadherins. The process of apical constriction of meso-

dermal cells is disrupted upon the loss of Cno as a result of disconnection of the actomy-

osin cytoskeleton from AJs, uncoupling actomyosin constriction and cell shape change 

(Sawyer et al. 2009). The binding of Cno to Smash is mediated through its only PDZ do-

main and the C-terminal PDZ binding motif of Smash, implicating the interaction is exclu-

sive unless Smash forms dimers, like assumed before. In this case, the role of Smash as a 

linker protein in a multiprotein complex regulating actomyosin associated events be-

comes more likely. A scheme of the possible interaction of probable members of this 

complex and how they may regulate each other is shown in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31: Scheme of how Smash may act in a multi protein complex. The binding of Smash- Baz, 

Smash-Cno, Smash-Rok, Smash-Shroom and Smah Moe was confirmed. How Smash regulates cell bond 

tension in this network is not clear, but it is likely that Smash provides substrate specificity towards phos-

phorylation targets of Rok. 

 

4.1.2.1 Interaction of Smash and Src42A 

In Beati et al. (2018) Smash was already confirmed as binding partner and phosphoryla-

tion target of the cell adhesion regulator Src42A. In this work this interaction was exam-

ined in more detail. Since phosphorylation of the smallest isoform Smash PJ, which lacks 

the PBM module, by Src42A is strongly reduced in contrast to the other isoforms, the 

question was raised whether the binding of these proteins is a precondition for phos-

phorylation. Smash PJ was shown to bind to Src42A, indicating phosphorylation does not 

influence the interaction of these proteins as binding partners, pointing to a function of 

this interaction which does not require phosphorylation. In rescue experiments described 

in 3.2, a version of Smash PI in which six potential phosphorylation sites were mutated 

(GFP-Smash PI YmultiF), was able to rescue semilethality of smash
35

 mutants, also indicat-

ing that phosphorylation of Smash by Src42A is dispensable for proper Smash function, at 

least in this rescue assay. The significance of phosphorylation of Smash by Src42A is 

therefore not yet clear. In further experiments the importance of this relationship should 

be investigated in more detail, for instance by studying the localization of Smash PI Ymul-
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tiF. Moreover, the effect on Src42A distribution by overexpressing Smash PI YmultiF 

should be examined to clarify whether phosphorylation by Src42A directs Smash distribu-

tion. Another approach should be to investigate the interaction of Smash with known 

Src42A targets, to examine whether Smash may also act as a linker protein here. 

Smash seems to contain several binding sites for Src42A, since Src42A was able to bind 

any deletion construct of Smash shown in 3.6.2. A version which just expresses the C-

terminus as also the opposing version just containing the N-terminus were both able to 

bind to Src42A, indicating both termini exhibit sequences responsible for this interaction. 

Though, co-transfection of CD8-GFP and Src42A for control resulted also in a signal with a 

similar intensity, which leads to doubt of the specificity of this binding assay. These ex-

periments should be repeated with differently tagged versions of Smash deletion con-

structs to confirm specificity of the binding. Interestingly, all deletion constructs of Smash 

were phosphorylated in vitro, except for the variant which contains the last 162 amino 

acids of the C-terminus, meaning not the LIM-PBM module alone is required for phos-

phorylation. However, since the phosphorylation of Smash by Src42A does not appear to 

be essential for proper function of Smash, the major importance of this interaction is still 

unclear. 

The role of the Smash–Src42A interaction within the actomyosin network is not yet 

known. Due to the fact that phosphorylation of Smash is not required for survival of 

smash
35

 mutants, it appears likely that Smash and Src42A are both part of the proposed 

multiprotein complex, but that their interaction is not essential. With respect to their 

similarities, the potential redundancy of Smash and Shroom or Ajuba should be also in-

vestigated in this context.  

In future experiments the role of Src42A with respect to Smash in this entire network 

should be investigated. To this purpose the genetic hierarchy of the actomyosin compo-

nents mentioned above should be clarified. 

4.1.2.2 Smash acts as a scaffold protein 

Like described in the previous chapter, Smash is involved in processes mediating cell 

bond tension through regulation of the actomyosin network. In these processes Smash 

interacts with several components of this network but the molecular function of Smash 

was unclear so far. There is strong evidence that Smash either serves as an adaptor to 
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provide substrate specificity for various kinases or/and as scaffold protein, e.g. linking 

actin crosslinkers to the cytoskeleton. The following table provides an overview of the so 

far investigated binding partners of Smash with respect to their molecular function in the 

context of this work. 

Table 4-1: Overview of Smash binding partners and their molecular function. 

binding partner of Smash molecular function 

Rok kinase 

Baz substrate of Rok 

Sqh substrate of Rok 

Moe substrate of Rok 

Src42A kinase  

Cno Actin binding 

Shroom substrate of Rok, Actin binding 

 

With regard to Smash function as a cofactor for several kinases and their substrates, in 

future experiments other targets of Rok and Src42A should be examined. There is evi-

dence that Src42A phosphorylates Arm/β-catenin to stabilize cell adhesion at AJs 

(Takahashi 2005). Here, a potential role for Smash as cofactor should be investigated. To 

test whether Smash regulates the kinase activity of Src42A and Rok, in vitro kinase assays 

with known substrates of the respective kinase should be conducted without and in the 

presence of Smash. 

Among various substrates of Rok is the LIM domain kinase 1 (LMK1), a serine/threonine 

kinase containing two LIM domains and a PDZ domain (Ohashi et al. 2000). This structural 

composition of LMK1 increases the possibility of Smash as a binding partner through its 

PDZ binding motif. Interestingly, LMK1 is also phosphorylated by aPKC (Kang et al. 2007), 

which forms a complex with Baz and Par6 to establish apico-basal polarity (Kaplan et al. 

2009). Whether Smash also binds to aPKC or eventually forms heterodimers with Baz to 

serve as scaffold protein to stabilize this complex, remains to be examined. Since Smash 

PM exhibits two coiled-coil domains, it is likely that Smash is also able to form homodi-

mers, potentially linking several proteins to a complex. To characterize Smash function as 
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scaffold protein in more detail, Smash protein interaction with other ZA associated pro-

teins, e.g. α-catenin or Armadillo has to be characterized. To that aim, Smash binding 

partners can be identified via co-IP experiments and mass spectrometry.  

4.2 Subcellular localization of Smash is determined by multiple 

proteins at the ZA 

Like many proteins associated with the actomyosin network, Smash shows a subcellular 

planar polarization in the apical region of epidermal cells at the ZA during germband ex-

tension. Smash is enriched at the junctions oriented in the A/P axis. Here, it co-localizes 

with its binding partners Rok and Cno and with one of the core components of the mo-

lecular motor to drive epithelial tension, Myosin II, Sqh in Drosophila. The polarity regula-

tor Baz, the first identified binding partner of Smash, is also planar polarized during axis 

elongation, but accumulates at junctions in the D/V axis. Although Smash and Baz are 

binding partners and co-localize in general at the ZA, they show no identical localization. 

Such complementary distribution of proteins that directly interact with each other has 

been shown before, e.g. for Rok and Baz. Rok is, like Smash, enriched at cell-cell interfac-

es in the A/P axis, while Baz shows the opposing accumulation. Nevertheless Rok is able 

to phosphorylate Baz and thus destabilize its localization at A/P junctions (Simões et al. 

2010). Like Rok, Smash may also restrict Baz from the A/P cell-cell contact sites. During 

dorsal closure, Smash localizes to the leading edge of the most dorsal cells of the epider-

mis, while Baz is completely excluded from there, indicating the binding between Smash 

and Baz is not constitutive. Consequently, Smash subcellular localization is determined 

not only by Baz, but by other binding partners like Rok, Cno or Src42A. To test whether 

localization of Smash is depending on Baz is difficult, since embryos lacking both maternal 

and zygotic baz show extreme defects in epithelial integrity and early embryonic devel-

opment (Müller & Wieschaus 1996). As a consequence, it would not be possible to ana-

lyze Smash localization during germband extension. Embryos only mutant for zygotic baz, 

develop normally until late germband extension (Krahn et al. 2010). In this stage, epider-

mal cells start to loose Baz protein gradually. In those cells which already lost Baz, also no 

Smash is detectable. This could be a hint to the subcellular dependency of Smash and 
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Baz, but may also be a result of the failure to maintain epithelial integrity and thus mislo-

calization of proteins at the ZA.  

 

Smash is also expressed in the somatic musculature. Here, it is enriched at the contact 

sites between somatic muscles and the epidermal tendon cells, which connect the mus-

cles to the epidermis. At this so called myotendinous junction (MTJ), Smash co-localizes 

strongly with α-Actinin and β-PS-Intergrin. Tendon cells show a highly dynamic behavior 

as they modify microtubules and actin filaments, in order to resist mechanical forces 

(Subramanian et al. 2007). In response to external force, redistribution of actin crosslink-

ers and rearrangement of the actomyosin network takes place. After deformation of the 

plasma membrane, those crosslinkers and motorproteins like Myosin or the scaffold pro-

tein Filamin accumulate to this region (Valdivia et al. 2017). The development of MTJs 

mainly depends on the interaction of Integrins and extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules 

excreted by tendons and muscles (Geiger & Bershadsky 2002; Subramanian et al. 2007). 

The activation of Integrins is also a response to deformation or mechanical stimuli. Cell 

culture experiments showed that downstream of Integrin activation, various proteins are 

recruited (Valdivia et al. 2017). Interestingly among these proteins are the kinases Src and 

Rock, which are already shown to be closely linked to Smash in Drosophila. Integrin re-

cruits Src, which in turn activates Rho signaling pathway, which through Rock induces the 

phosphorylation of the myosin regulatory light chain (Arthur et al. 2000; Arias-Salgado et 

al. 2003). In Drosophila, Smash may act here also as a cofactor connecting Src and Rok. It 

would be interesting to test if the phosphorylation of Smash by Src is essential in this con-

text. 

In Drosophila, Rok is indispensable in tendon cells to assemble stable MTJ and maintain 

cell shape. The loss of Rok in tendon cells results in misorientation of tendon cell exten-

sions and diminished phosphorylation of Myosin (Vega-Macaya et al. 2016), similar to the 

loss-of-function phenotype of smash with respect to Myosin II. Additionally, the loss of 

Rok leads to abnormal Integrin localization, causing defective MTJs formation and muscle 

function. This pathway is not mainly dependent on Myosin II as key target of Rok (Vega-

Macaya et al. 2016), suggesting that other proteins, potentially Smash, play an important 

role here.   
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How Smash is embedded in the Integrin pathway and if Smash functions in the same 

pathway at the MTJ as it does at AJs remains to be characterized. In this context the im-

pact of smash loss-of-function on the somatic muscles, e.g. defects in larval movements 

should be examined. 

 

The vertebrate homologue of Smash LMO7 has been described as a nucleocytoplasmic 

shuttling protein regulating the transcription of muscle relevant genes, for instance of the 

nuclear membrane protein Emerin. Mutations in emerin result in X-linked Emery–Dreifuss 

muscular dystrophy (X-EDMD), a hereditary neuromuscular degenerative disease with an 

associated dilated cardiomyopathy and cardiac conduction defect (Holaska et al. 2006; 

Ellis 2006). Whether a functional homology does exist here and Smash also plays a role in 

gene expression remains to be investigated. For Smash no endogenous nuclear localiza-

tion could be detected. It might be the case that the nuclear Smash level is below the 

detection limit. Using drugs to inhibit nuclear export or coupling Smash to a nuclear ex-

port sequence to detect a potential increase at the cell cortex could provide information 

about a possible function for Smash in regulating  gene expression.    

4.2.1 Smash regulates planar cell polarity 

In 3.4.1 it was described that planar cell polarity (PCP) is disrupted during germband ex-

tension upon the loss of smash. The tempo-spatial planar polarization of actomyosin 

network components is of fundamental importance during this event of axis elongation, 

since PCP allows the correctly directed body growth through certain cell neighbor change 

events. 

PCP of Baz, Cno and Sqh was disturbed during axis elongation. Baz, which, like described 

above, is enriched at D/V junctions in wild type situation, accumulated at A/P junctions 

upon the loss of smash. This result indicates that Smash could restrict Baz from A/P cell 

interfaces in wild type condition. Cno and Sqh, which normally localize together with 

Smash predominantly at junctions in the A/P axis, lost their planar polarization as they 

were distributed evenly at the cell cortex, whereas Rok was unaffected. 

As mentioned before, Rok is required for PCP of Sqh and Baz. Since Rok remained in its 

localization upon the loss of Smash, a possible role of Smash as a cofactor downstream of 
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Rok providing substrate specifity towards Sqh or Baz becomes more plausible. Alterna-

tively, Smash and Moe, which was identified to bind to Smash, could serve as an inhibitor 

of Myosin phosphatase and thereby enhance Rok kinase activity. To consider this, further 

experiments regarding PCP of Moesin or the Rok activator RhoGEF in wild type and 

smash mutant embryos should be conducted to clarify the relation and hierarchy of these 

proteins. The loss of Rok results in a similar phenotype to that of smash with respect to 

Baz, as Baz loses its PCP. Baz in turn is required for planar localization of Sqh/Myosin II 

and Arm/β-catenin (Simões et al. 2010). In how far Smash is required for proper distribu-

tion of Arm/β-catenin, or directs Sqh to the A/P junctions together with Baz is not clear 

yet. 

As described above, Smash interacts with the planar polarized cell adhesion regulator 

Src42A, which has been shown to contribute to the formation of basolateral protrusions 

during rosette formation. In this process the ventral-most and the dorsal-most cell of a 

future rosette migrate towards each other at the basolateral side, prior to the apical side 

(Sun et al. 2017). Smash is a phosphorylation target of Src42A and PCP and morphogene-

sis is disturbed embryos lacking smash, so it appears possible that Smash may also be 

involved in regulation of these directed cell movements. Since these neighbor change 

events like forming rosettes are highly connected to the turnover of junctions, a dynamic 

regulation of cell bond tension is needed. Here, Myosin II levels and mechanical tension 

are selectively increased at vertical interfaces and pulses of Myosin accumulation and 

dissociation occur within seconds (Bertet et al. 2004; Zallen & Wieschaus 2004; Rauzi et 

al. 2008; Rauzi et al. 2010; Kasza et al. 2014). In how far Smash is dynamically recruited to 

those junctions of increasing tension remains to be examined. Such a tension dependent 

localization has recently been described for the LIM domain protein Ajuba, which also 

plays an essential role in rosette formation during axis elongation. Embryos lacking Ajuba 

show severe defects in cell adhesion as rosettes exhibit gaps at the vertex resulting in an 

increase of rosettes due to failure of rosette resolution (Razzell et al. 2018). Smash shares 

structural similarities with Ajuba. Both exhibit LIM domains and show the same subcellu-

lar localization during germband extension as both are planar polarized and enriched at 

the A/P cell interfaces. To test whether these two proteins act in a redundant manner or 

if Ajuba is also part of the assumed protein complex Smash is involved in, further experi-

ments should be conducted. In live imaging videos of embryos lacking smash, the loss-of-
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function phenotype has to be characterized in more detail to clarify the cellular processes 

that lead to these severe defects. Special attention should be paid to eventual defects in 

cell movements like T1 transitions or rosette formations, like it was described for Ajuba 

or Src42A. In this context the interaction of Smash and the latter two proteins should be 

examined to clarify the molecular pathway of the protein complex Smash acts in and how 

PCP contributes to this mechanism. 
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5 Conclusion and Perspectives 

In this work the LIM protein Smash, a ZA-associated protein involved in the regulation of 

PCP and actomyosin-dependent rearrangement of epithelial cells was examined. 

This study establishes Smash as part of a molecular complex, coordinating these actomy-

osin forces, including the polarity regulators Baz and Cno and the regulator of cell–cell 

adhesion and morphogenesis Src42A. Moreover, Smash seems to be involved in Rho sig-

naling including Rok, the regulatory subunit of nonmuscle myosin II, Sqh and the actin 

binding protein Shrm, which shares various similarities with Smash.  

The loss-of-function of smash results in disruption of PCP and leads to severe defects in 

morphogenesis. These results demonstrate the great importance of the polarized distri-

bution of cytoskeleton associated proteins for a proper function of the tension depend-

ent regulation of the actomyosin network. Otherwise spatially directed morphogenetic 

processes fail and epithelial tissues are not able to grow in developing organisms. 

In further experiments, additional proteins interacting with Smash remain to be identi-

fied.  Furthermore, the exact mechanism and the hierarchy these components are sub-

ject, which have to be examined. 

 

The vertebrate homologue of Smash, LMO7, has been shown to regulate actin dependent 

remodeling of the cytoskeleton (Ooshio et al. 2004). Additionally, LMO7 functions as a 

tumor suppressor for lung cancer in humans (Tanaka-Okamoto et al. 2009; Nakamura et 

al. 2011). In future studies, true functional homology of Smash and LMO7 should be in-

vestigated, for instance with respect to LMO7 role as tumor suppressor, indicating a clini-

cal relevance in cancer research.  
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Abstract 

Epithelial cells adhere to each other in a dynamic fashion, allowing the cells to change 

their shape and move along each other during morphogenesis. The regulation of adhe-

sion occurs at the apical side through the belt-shaped adherens junctions at the zonula 

adherens (ZA). Junction formation depends on components of the polarity regulating 

Par–atypical PKC (Par-aPKC) complex in Drosophila. In this work the LIM protein Smallish 

(Smash), the orthologue of vertebrate LMO7 and binding partner of the Par-complex core 

component Baz was characterized.  

 

Animals lacking Smash show reduced cell bond tension and loss of planar cell polarity 

leading to severe defects during embryonic morphogenesis of epithelial tissues and or-

gans. These defects are characterized by uncoordinated formation of epithelial invagina-

tions and furrows. Consequently, the loss of smash causes semilethality, whereby rescue 

experiments indicate that the C-terminus, containing the conserved LIM domain and PDZ 

binding motif, is essential for Smash function. 

The data of this work established Smash as a key regulator of morphogenesis coordinat-

ing planar cell polarity and actomyosin contractility at the ZA. This regulation is achieved 

by interaction with a variety of regulatory proteins and kinases that localize at the ZA, 

including Baz, Src42A and the actin binding proteins Shrm and Cno. Smash seems to be 

involved in Rho signaling affecting the phosphorylation state of the regulatory subunit of 

nonmuscle myosin II, Sqh, through its associated kinase Rok. 

The results of this work suggest that Smash regulates cell adhesion and cell bond tension 

dependent processes by acting as a scaffold protein in a multiprotein complex and serv-

ing as cofactor to provide substrate specificity between kinase and substrate. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die Verknüpfung von Epithelzellen zu einem integrierten Zellverband erfordert ein hohes 

Maß an Dynamik und Flexibilität, das eine Veränderung der Zellform und Zellmigration 

während der Morphogenese erlaubt. An der apikal lokalisierten zonula adherens erfolgt 

die Regulierung dieser Adhäsionskräfte. Die Entstehung und korrekte Organisation der 

zonula adherens wird durch den Par-Komplex gesteuert. Das Drosophila melanogaster 

Lin11, Isl-1, Mec-3 (LIM)- Protein Smallish (Smash), Ortholog des Proteins LMO7 in Ver-

tebraten, wurde bereits als Bindungspartner des Par-Komplex Proteins Par3/Baz identifi-

ziert. In dieser Arbeit wurde Smash detaillierter charakterisiert. 

Smash ist an verschiedenen Prozessen beteiligt, die von der Zelladhäsion und der Regulie-

rung der Spannung im Kortex der Zelle abhängen. Tiere, welche mutant für smash sind, 

weisen eine verringerte Spannung im Kortex der Zellen auf und verlieren ihre planare 

Zellpolarität, woraus schwere Defekte während der embryonalen Morphogenese von 

Epithelgeweben resultieren. Diese sind durch unkoordinierte Invaginationen und Fur-

chenbildung gekennzeichnet. Dies führt zu einer Semilethalität der Tiere, wobei Ret-

tungsexperimente gezeigt haben, dass der C-Terminus, welcher die LIM-Domäne und das 

PDZ-Bindungsmotiv enthält, essentiell für die Funktion von Smash ist. 

Smash bindet neben Baz mehrere Proteine, die Teil des Rho GTPase Signaltransduktions-

wegs und als essentielle Regulatoren des Actomyosin-Netzwerks bekannt sind. Smash 

interagiert mit den Actin-bindenden Proteinen Canoe (Cno), Shroom (Shrm) und Moesin 

(Moe) und ist ein Bindungspartner und Substrat der Kinase Src42A, ein essentieller Regu-

lator der epithelialen Morphogenese. Weiterhin bindet Smash die Rho-Kinase Rok und ist 

wichtig für dessen Funktion in der Phosphorylierung und Aktivierung des Motorproteins 

Myosin II, Spaghetti Squash (Sqh) in Drosophila. Diese Ergebnisse legen nahe, dass Smash 

in einem Proteinkomplex als Gerüstprotein und Kofaktor fungiert, welches Substratspezi-

fität zwischen Kinase und Substrat sicherstellen kann. 

Zusammenfassend wird in dieser Arbeit das LIM Protein Smash als wichtiger Regulator 

von Spannungsmechanismen des Actomyosin-Netzwerks und planarer Zellpolarität be-

schrieben.
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List of abbreviations 

 

% Prozent 

°C Grad Celsius 

AJ adherens junction 

ATP adenonsine triphosphate 

bp base pair 

ca circa 

DSHB Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank 

EDTA Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

e.g. for example 

g gram 

GFP green fluorescent protein 

h hour 

HRP Horseradish peroxidase 

IF Immunofluorescence 

KAc potassium acetate 

kb kilo base 

kDa kiloDalton 

LIM Lin11, Isl-1, Mec-3 

M Molar 

MeOH Methanol 

mg milligram 

min minutes 

mL milliliter 

n nano 

NaCl sodium chloride 

NaOH sodium hydroxide 

NHS Normal horse serum 
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ns Not significant 

PAGE Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

PBM PDZ-binding motif 

PBS Phosphate buffered saline 

PBSTw Phosphate buffered saline with Tween-20 

PBSTx Phosphate buffered saline with Triton X-100 

PCP planar cell polarity 

PCR polymerase chain reaction 

PDZ Postsynaptic density 95/Discs large/Zonula occludens 1 

pH potentia Hydrogenii 

rev reverse 

RNA Ribonucleic acid 

RNAse Ribunuclease 

rpm Rounds per minute 

RT Room temperature (21 °C) 

s Second 

Sb Stubble 

SDS Sodium dodecyl sulfate 

SJ septate junction 

TBS Tris-buffered saline 

TBST Tris-buffered saline with Tween-20 

TEMED Tetramethylethylenediamine 

TJ tight junction 

TM Third multiple 

TNT Tris-NaCl-Triton 

Tris Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane 

Twi Twist 

U Unit 

UV Ultraviolet 

V Volt 

WB western blot 
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WT wild type 

ZA zonula adherens 

µg microgram 

µl microliter 

µm micrometer 
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Figure S 1: Smash may bind to Sqh. S2 cells were co-transfected with GFP-Smash PI and the respective 

myc-tagged protein. GFP- was pulled down and potential binding was confirmed using an anti-myc anti-

body. A clear signal could be detected in case of Rok, Shroom and Moesin. In some experiments, e.g. in this 

blot, a slight signal in the corresponding size of Sqh-myc could be detected. This result was not reproducible 

in all repeats. 
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